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ABSTRACT
The Texas A&M experimental high energy physics program has been supported since its inception by DOE Contract DE-AS05-81ER40039.
During that
period we established a viable experimental
program at a university which before this time had no program in high energy physics. In 1990, the experimental
program was augmented with a program in particle theory. In the accompanying
final report, we outline the research work accomplished during the final year of this
contract and the program being proposed for consideration by the Department of
Energy for future grant support.

I. The

Fermilab

CDF

Program

Following the 1988-89 collider run, our group focussed its attention on several
important areas of the CDF program.
First of all, we continued contributing to the
high level of activity in the physics analyses (QCD, new particle search). In addition to
present analysis activities, we developed a new analysis technique to partially reconstruct
B mesons as a new strategy for extending and improving the top quark search. We also
strongly participated in the 1991 test beam program for the detector calibration for the
1992-93 collider run and in the plug upgrade calorimeter program for the 1995 collider
run.
In the following sections, we will outline the impact of these activities and describe our CDF plans for the coming funding cycle.

A. Current

Physics

Analyses

in Progress

Following the very successful CDF data taking run which concluded in 1989, our
group has been heavily involved in several key analysis projects being carried out by
the collaboration.
During the past year Timothy Hessing finished his analysis on the
measurement of the inclusive jet to search for a quark compositeness and submitted this
work as his Ph.D. thesis [1]. We continue an analysis effort on QCD, particularly on the
search for double parton (DP) interactions.
A graduate student, Lou Keeble, has been
working on this search. Teruki Kamon has been working on a new particle search (r/6).
He and Peter McIntyre have been developing a new analysis technique to reconstruct B
meson for future runs. In the sections which follow, we will briefly outline the progress
being made in each of these areas.

A.1.

Report

on Quark

Compositeness

Analysis

In the 1.8 TeV pp collisions, jet events with high transverse energy (ET) are
approximately
the same as interactions of asymptotically
free partons. The data taken
by CDF provides a unique probe of a smaller distance scale. A large deviation from QCD
predictions could be an indication of new phenomena. In particular, quark compositeness
is of interest.
A common form used to parameterize
the effect of quark compositeness
is a
contact interaction from constituent exchange [2]. An effective Lagrangian is
g2

L,II

=

4_'_ (-qL'/"qL):'
1

where g is set to unity and Ac is the effective compositeness scale (in GEV). In this
form, the cross section rises with parton CMS energy squared. The deviation from QCD
calculation should be seen at high jet ET region, if there is quark substructure
at the
energy scale.
In the light of the recent development of the theoretical calculation [3, 4] at
next-to-leading
order (NLO), hadron collider experiments are obliged to refine their jet
analysis further. For example, the choice of the jet clustering algorithm could be studied
with NLO calculations.
An advantage expected from NLO calculations over leading order
(LO)
calculations
is
that the NLO calculations are less sensitive to renormalization
scale lt.

Jet Measurement
A description of the CDF detector can be found elsewhere [5]. There were three
triggers based on cluster energy for jet events. Transverse cluster energies greater than
20, 40, and 60 GeV are triggered on. The first two triggers are prescaled by factors
of 300 and 30 to reduce the trigger rate to an acceptable level. The response of the
calorimeters are measured using a _r+ and e + test beam and isolated charged tracks in
real data for low energy response. The response of the calorimeters over the range from
500 MeV to 225 GeV in energy and position dependence were mapped out.
Since a jet is a combination of charged and neutral particles with a broad range
of momenta, we correct jet energy according to a Monte Carlo simulation of detector
response. This has a tuned fragmentation function along with a known single particle
response of the detector.
Tuning of the fragmentation
function [6] was performed by
comparing Monte Carlo data with CDF data. In the central region, jet ET resolution is
about
10% of ET in the range of 30 GeV to 400 GeV excluding 3_4% of energy scale
uncertainty.
In CDF we use a fixed cone algorithm to define jets. The cone is defined by
v/A_2 + _2
<: R, where &r/ and AC are r/ and ¢ intervals from calorimeter cell positions to jet centroid, and R is the cone size. In the following analysis we use three
cone sizes of R = 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0. Jet clustering in CDF is done in the following way.
First a seed tower with measured ET greater than 1 GeV was found. The centroid is
determined through an iterative procedure. The cluster energy is a scalar sum of tower
energies with ET >_ 0.2 GeV in the cone. If two cones share more than 50% of their
energy,
nearest they
cluster.are merged together. Common cells of unmerged cones are assigned to the

Inclusive

Jet Analysis

Inclusive jet production here is the process of _p _ JET + X. In this analysis,
jets are required to be in the central region (0.1 -<1 77 I< 0.7) with the event vertex
2

within 60 cm of the detector center along the beam axis. Background events via cosmic
ray bremsstrahlung
were removed by rejecting jets with: a) showers out of time with
the beam crossing; b) unrealistic shower deposition; and c) events with large missing
ET. The ET spectrum of the background events was consistent with a Monte Carlo
prediction [7].
In extracting the inclusive jet ET spectrum, an unsmearing process was applied.
The unsmearing procedures can reproduce the original ET spectrum from an uncorrected
ET spectrum.
We correct the ET spectrum using a known distribution of calorimeter
response. The corrected jet cross sections are listed in Table 1 for a jet clustering cone
size of 0.4, Table 2 for a cone size of 0.7 and Table 3 for a cone size of 1.0. Figures 16 show the corrected jet ET spectra compared with the LO calculations using different
cone sizes (0.4, 0.7 and 1.0). QCD predictions agree quite well with data over seven
orders of magnitude in cross section.
A slight excess of events can be observed in these figures for high values of ET.
If quarks are composite, then this excess is what would be expected. This excess will be
examined in more detail in the following section.

Quark

Compositeness

Analysis

The cross section calculated by using a composite model agrees with QCD below
_160 GeV. Above this, compositeness deviates from QCD. Fitting the composite calculation of the cross section to the measured cross section below this limit allows the upper
region to be examined in order to search for any possible composite signal. If no signal
is observed, the confidence level calculated in the upper region allows a lower limit on
the value of the composite scale parameter Ac to be set.
The theoretical curves are normalized by fitting with data from 80 GeV to 160
GeV where the quark compositeness term is negligibly small. Using the structure functions which yielded confidence levels of more than 5% in the fitted region for QCD, the
measured cross section has been fit to the cross section calculated for a compositeness
model. The confidence levels calculated in the fit region and upper region for various
values of Ac used in the composite model are listed in Table 4 for a cone size of 0.4,
Table 5 for a cone size of 0.7 and Table 6 for a cone size of 1.0.
The measured cross section with a cone size of 0.4 is compared to the composite
calculation (Ac - 980 GEV). Figure 7 shows the comparison on both a logarithmic and
linear scale using structure function MRS set 2. Figure 8 shows the same comparison
for a value of Ac = 1010 GeV. In Figures 9 and 10, the measured cross section with
a cone size of 0.7 is compared to the composite calculations with A. = 1050 GeV and
1090 GeV respectively, on both a linear and logarithmic scale using structure function
EHLQ set 2. Figure 11, similarly, shows the measured cross section with a cone size of
1.0 compared to the composite calculation (Ac = 1100 GeV) using structure function
EHLQ set 2. Figure 12 shows the same comparison for a value of Ac = 1130 GeV.
Based on the confidence level calculated in the upper region for the various structure functions and various values of Ac, a lower limit on Ac can be set. Using the structure

functions which did not yield a poor X2 in the fit region for QCD and which gave the best
confidence level in the upper region when we fit for compositeness and a conservative
limit on Ac was estimated for each cone size. At the 95% confidence level, 3,c > 980
GeV for a cone size of 0.4, Ac > 1050 GeV for a cone size of 0.7, Ac > 1100 GeV for a
cone size of 1.0.
The increase in the limit on Ac when the cone size is increased is because the
correction for energy lost outside the clustering cone is not being applied. This causes
the jet ET to be larger when the cone size is increased, thus extending the ET range
covered by the cross section. The higher in ET the cross section extends, the larger the
limit that can be set on this parameter. This correction is smallest for larger cone size.
Thus the limit obtained from the larger cone size is more accurate when compared to a
leading order QCD calculation which requires this correction to be applied. Therefore,
an absolute limit was set as
Ac >
based on a comparison

ll00GeV

(95% C.L.)

of leading order QCD to the measured jet cross section [1].

Comparisons

to Next-to-leading

Order QCD

Comparisons to the NLO calculation of the inclusive jet cross section were done
in the same manner as the comparisons were done for the leading order calculation. The
measured cross sections were found to agree to within the listed uncertainties.
In addition, the NLO calculation predicts the cone size dependence of the inclusive jet cross
section. The data were found to increase in cross section with larger cone size faster
than next-to-leading
order QCD predicted [1].

Summary
The inclusive jet cross section has been measured using data collected by the
CDF collaboration at vG = 1.8 TeV. This measurement was done using three cone sizes
of 0.4, 0.7 and 1.0.
The measured cross sections were compared to both leading order and next-toleading order QCD and fc_,undto agree within the given uncertainties.
Although a slight
excess of events was observed in the data, this excess was not statistically significant
depending on the choice of structure function used. Based on this data, a lower limit
on the value of the compositeness scale parameter, AC,was set at 1100 GeV at the 95%
confidence level. This can be compared to the previous CDF result of Ac > 700 GeV [8]
and a limit of Ac > 860 GeV set in muon g-2 experiments [9]. This new limit greatly
improves the existing limits from CDF and g-2 experiments.

A.2.

Report

on Double

Parton

Analysis

For a search of double parton interactions, we must extend the study of jets to
the large pseudo-rapidity
region, namely plug and forward region, since four jets will
appear in such events. Since the CDF jet analysis has been restricted to the central
region so far, a study of systematics on jet energy reconstruction
in these extended
regions is required. We have made the following progress:
• to make a common data sample [10] extracted
• to establish

a new jet energy correction

from raw data

[11].

We have just started to look at the data sample with this new correction.
ing section, we summarize our analysis.

In the follow-

Data Sets
The common data sample [10] contains four-jet events and was selected with the
following cuts:
• z-vertex cuts: I z ]< 60 cm and no 2hd vertex
• Njet = 4 with p_et > 25 GeV/c
Diet

• *T

< 15 GeV/c

• Jet separation
• EPT>

cut: AR >_ 1.0

140 GeV

Monte Carlo
We use the PAPAGENO program for QCD and Double Parton (DP) events. The
DP event is simulated by combining two dijet events at the parton level, then clustering
on the detector simulation.

DP Analysis
A variable of significance

for the DP search is

Spa,,( i + j, i' + j')

=

'
_/s ".2.+2 si2,j,

where
[ PTi + Pr_l

=

.

+

The indices i, j or i', jt are a combination of 2 jets out of 4 jets. Then we take Smi,, to be
the minimum of Sp_i,(1 +2,3+4),
Svai_(1 +3,2+4),
and Sp_i,(1 +4,2+
3). This is just
requiring pair-wise balancing. Then the distribution from data is fitted to an admixture
of QCD (double bremsstrahlung)
and D P events:
S

=

fQCD

SQCD

+

fDP

,q-DI:'

where )'QCD and fDP are mixing fractions.
Figure 13 shows the preliminary distributions
of S,_i_ on data and QCD Monte
Carlo events. Since the results are still preliminary, we will have a chance to present a
more detailed report on this in the near future.

A.3.

Report

on

r/6 Particle

Search

A sextet quark pseudoscalar state (?6) has been proposed to explain the high
p value measured by the UA4 experiment at CERN and Mini-Centauro
and Geminion
events of cosmic ray experiments.
We have searched for r]6 decaying to two photons in
the 1988-89 LO Query data. We here describe the analysis and the present limits on the
?6 production cross section times branching ratio into two photons [12].

Introduction
The UA4 experiment at the CERN SPS collider [13] has measured the value of
the real part of the forward elastic amplitude and obtained a considerably high value.
ReA
ImA = 0.24:t= 0.04

--....,...--.--

" P =

In contrast, the total cross Sections (ato,) for pp
slowly growing between 9/s = 540 GeV and 1.8
asymptotic regime, the real part cannot grow too
a -.ow variation of the total cross section. This is
so interesting.
In a threshold model by Kang and White
a_

A

=

Ao+A,h

collisions are measured [13, 14] to be
TeV. If the scattering has reached an
large in the same energy interval with
why the UA4 result is unexpected and
[15], the forward

amplitude

is written

where .Ao is the asymptotic amplitude containing a conventional Froissart term. Ath is
a new threshold amplitude. If Ata has its threshold just below the CERN SPS energy,
this model can simultaneously fit the p value at vG = 540 GeV and the crtot values at vG
= 540 GeV and 1.8 TeV. The cross section from the threshold amplitude is estimated
to be 9 mb at x/_ = 1.8 TeV.
It is also pointed out that the Mini-Centauro
and Geminion cosmic ray events
[16, 17] could actually be identified as the hadronic and the two photon decay products
of a new particle with a mass ,-,30 GeV/c 2, respectively. The threshold CMS energy is
estimated to be around 450 GeV, slightly below the CERN SPS collider energy. The
new particle is supposed to be produced diffractively with a very high cross section and
the branching ratio of its decay into two photons is twice that of its decay into hadrons.
These facts lead Kang and White [15] to propose the existence of a color-sextet
quark bound-state,
called r/6, with a mass of 304-10 GeV/c 2 produced in the diffractive
process of hadron collisions. The basic idea of the color-sextet quark was introduced
by Marciano [18], and has the attractive feature of dynamically breaking the flavor
SU(2) x U(1) gauge symmetry and producing W e and Z ° masses without requiring extra
dynamics. The usual Higgs sector of the Standard Model, therefore, can be replaced
by a flavor doublet of color-sextet quarks [18, 19, 20, 21]. The 776is a neutral (and
lightest) pseudoscalar boson decaying into two photons or a cluster of ordinary hadrons.
According to this particular model [15], the mass, the diffractive production nature and
the decay branching ratios of the 776particle are forced upon the characteristics
of the
Mini-Centauro and the Geminion events.
Thus, a direct search for sextet quarks is possible by looking for a clean signal
776--* "y'),if the particle is diffractively produced in hadron collider. An expected cross
section times the branching ratio [22] is
a. Br(r/6_)
at the Fermilab

=

2_6

mb,

Tevatron.

A search for r/6 can also be made at the LEP collider, where the radiativc Z °
decay into -y + 776will be looked for. However, the branching ratio is about 2 x 10-7
[23] if M,_ = 30 GeV/c 2. Therefore, this particle may be detected in a future LEP
experiment.
During the 1988-89 run, the photons from 776decay could be detected using the
present CDF calorimeter as a result of the heavy mass and large a.Br value. However,
since a specific trigger for this process was not instrumented
in the 1988-89 run, the
CDF data available for this search is from the LO Query run only. This is data where
the entire detector is read out following each beam crossing to determine whether a trigger was recorded. We present here the result of the r/6search based on the LO Query data.

Data Analysis
'

We have limited our search for q6 --+ _f'7 to the single diffractive
whole r]6production and decay chain is as follows'
_+p

process.

The

--_ p+X
--' r/6 + p

The diffractive production of the r/6 results in "lopsided" events with the two photons
at high rapidity on one side of the detector and no energy deposited on the other side.
This rapidity topology would not give the BBC East-West coincidence at Level 0 trigger
and therefore is not included in the normal CDF data. However, the large (theoretical)
value of a.Br(r/6 ---, _,) allows us to search for this process in the LO Query runs.
We have looked at Run#20445 (May 1989) which contains 60% of all of the LO
Query data taken in the 1988-89 run.
The first pass through the raw data was only to keep events with one ELES
cluster or more (ET > 5 GeV and HAD/EM ratio < 0.1). This selection reduced the
number of events from a total of 16,997 to 31. No other cuts were required so that
photon, rr° and electron candidates should be included. These 31 events contained 40
ELES banks.
All clusters in these 31 events were hand-scanned.
Twenty-six of these events
had energy clusters located in the PEM detector. However, they did not look like real
EM clusters as a result of their longitudinal shower profiles. This left five events (three
in the central region; twc in the plug region).
Two plug events were further checked using an isolation of the cluster and the
anode information. One event was due to PEM HV breakdown giving an ii.4 _eV cluster. Another event had a nice longitudinal shower profile, but was not well isolated. It
may have been a soft jet associated with _.0. Therefore, there were no photon candidates
in the plug region.
Similarly, three central events were examined using the pulse height of the strip
chamber embedded near the shower r_aximum. One of the three events was identified as
not being a photon because the CES _trip/wire pulse height shapes were not consistent
with an EM shower. The remainii:g tw_ events were good photon candidates. However,
one of them looked like a soft two jet s cent, the other; a minimum bias event. Neither of
these events had the particular event topology expected from the diffractively produced
r16events.
We therefore concluded that no r/6 ---*77 events were observed.

Integrated

Luminosity

The analysis module LUMBBC was used to identify events where both West and
East BBC's fired. There are 3277 events after a correction of multiple interactions (10_

at a luminosity during this LO Query run). We found an integrated
mb -1 for an effective BBC cross section of 46.8+3.2 mb [24].

Monte Carlo Study-

luminosity

of 70-t-5

Detection Efficiency

In order to estimate the acceptance for 7/6--, 70'- MBR (a minimum-bias event
generator) [25] has been modified. We take the simplest possible model where the beam
antiproton (proton) transforms, through the exchange of a pomeron, into an excited
object (X) with Mx = Mn6 + Mp. This object decays into the r/6and proton (antiproton).
The beam momentum (900 GeV/c) is divided between the r/s and the proton (antiproton)
proportional to their masses. The r/_ (a pseudoscalar state) decays uniformly into two
photons in its CM system, a_d the momenta of two photons are transformed into the
Lab system. We also assume the transverse momentum distribution of the X behaves
like e b't, where the slope b is taken to be 12 (GeV/c) -2 [25].
Figure 14 shows distributions of P_, P_._, P_ vs 7/_ (P_' > 5 GeV) and 77_1 vs 77"_
(p_l > 5 GeV) for generated events with Mn6 = 30 GeV/c 2. The photons have relatively
high PT but they are distributed
close to 7/ = 4 (the edge of the CDF calorimeter
coverage).
These events were fully simulated and analyzed through the standard CDF e/0'
analysis modules exactly in the same way as real data. Figures 15(a)- 15(c) are E_, rf y
and E_ vs. r/"ydistributions
after the detector simulation. Figure 15(d) is the same as
in Figure 15(a), but after the fiducial cut. The fiducial volume is:

0.0.5

I< z.0

1.2

<1 77I<

2.2

2.4

<lr/ I<

3.8

The detection efficiencies for one or two photons are estimated for various r/6
masses. The result is shown in Figure 16. It should be noted JET > 5 GeV and HAD/FM
< 0.1 are applied for the photons. The efficiency for two photons is essentially zero for
r]6mass below 35 GeV/c 2 in the present CDF calorimeter coverage.

Conclusion & Further Work
At an integrated luminosity of 70 mb -1, we observe no events with an event
topology that fits this model. The 95% CL upper limit for a.Br(_p --, rl6 _ 0'_,) is given
as

a. Br(UL)

=

3 events
70 mb -1.e

'

where e is the detection efficiency. The estimated upper limit curves are shown in Figure
_7. The prediction by Kang and White [1,5] is also plotted in the figure. Using the one
photon acceptance curve, our data exclude most of r/6 mass range.
We will analyze the remaining 40% of the LO Query data and MB data (with
multiple interactions)
[26] to increase discovery sensitivity.

A.4.

Report

on Top

Quark Search Through
Reconstruction

Partial

B Meson

The Texas A&M group has pioneered a novel physics analysis and a new detector
technology to improve and extend the search for the top quark in CDF.
The novel physics analysis would identify the top quark t via its decay into a
weak boson W and a bottom quark b. This is achieved by a partial reconstruction
of the subsequent characteristic
decay of the b quark [27]. The result would provide
a measurement of the mass of each top quark candidate, hence a peak in the mass
spectrum for a sample of candidate events. By contrast the dilepton signal used for all
top searches to date [28] has about the same acceptance, but cannot effectively measure
the mass of each candidate event and hence is more susceptible to backgrounds from
conventional mechanisms.
The new technology is the gas microstrip chamber [29], an ultraprecise
track
chamber developed by the authors. The CDF detector presently is equipped to reconstruct particle tracks (and hence the characteristic b quark decays for the novel t search
analysis) only for tracks at large angle (>40 °) to the beam axis. The net acceptance for
b reconstruction is limited to _.10% in this restricted region. A compact telescope of gas
microstrip chambers could be installed in two thin layers in the detector. This telescope
would extend tracking to encompass nearly all b decays, tripling the acceptance and
making it possible to extend the top search to ,_150 GeV/c 2 mass over the next several
experimental runs.
Top quark production.
The top quark can be pair-produced (Zt pairs) in proton-antiproton collisions, providing the collision energy v_ is sufficiently greater than the pair mass.
Figure 18 shows the cross-section for top quark production at the Tevatron center-ofmass energy v/_ = 1.8 TeV, as a function of top quark mass. If the top quark weighed
89 GeV/O, it would have been produced 600 times (roughly once a day) during this
run.
The Tevatron is being upgraded currently to produce a higher luminosity of collisions. The next CDF run (1992) is expected to yield 5 times more data in the same
running period. A 120 GeV/c 2 top quark would then be produced 700 times during the
next run.
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Top quark decay. The challenge to the experimentalist
is to find the rare events where a
top quark is produced in a pp collision and decays with a characteristic signature. Each
top quark of a pair would decay into a weak boson I,V and a bottom quark b. The weak
boson in turn could be readily recognized through its/3 decay into a lepton g (electron e
or muon #) and neutrino re. Such decays are observed as an isolated high-energy lepton
and an apparent missing transverse energy,/_r from the undetected neutrino.
Figure 19 shows several characteristic decay signatures and their pr babilities.
In collisions producing att pair, one possible final state consists of two leptons from the
/3 decays of the two W's, and two b quarks - the dilepton signature which has been the
mainstay of ali top searches. The probability of this final state is 4 x 0.112 = 0.048,
and the experimental acceptance for the dilepton signature in the CDF detector is 0.16.
This acceptance is the result of stringent requirements on the identification of each lepton
and the requirement of a substantial missing transverse energy (the neutrinos) in order
to suppress backgrounds from electromagnetic
pair production.
The net acceptance of
events is 0.77%,
The last CDF run would have produced 600 top quarks if the top mass were 89
GeV/c 2 (see above). The dilepton signature should have detected 0.05 x 0.16 × 600 = 5
events. One candidate event was observed [28]. Using Poisson statistics, this corresponds
to a (95% confidence) lower bound Mtop >89 GeV/c 2 for the top quark mass.
The dilepton signature provides for strong suppression of backgrounds of conventional (non-top) origin, but it does not provide a good measurement of the quark mass
which would have produced the lepton pair. The problem is that the two undetected
neutrinos carry away half of the mass energy in the top decay. Depending on the angle
between these neutrinos in a given event, the invariant mass of the dileptons from a
given top mass is smeared over a broad spectrum as shown in Figure 20 for MonteCarlo-simulated decays of a 120 GeV/c 2 top quark.
b quark identification.
To obtain a better estimate of the t quark mass in each event,
we have devised an analysis [27] which can identify b quarks and reconstruct the decay
t _ Wb. The strategy begins with a sample of all collisions which contain a W boson
(observed through its 13decay) and one or more hadron jets (clusters of strongly interacting particles which signal a high-energy quark). It is too complex to fully reconstruct
a B meson through its hadronic decay mode in a b quark jet. We have shown, however,
that it is possible to identify jets originating in a b quark by partially reconstructing the
characteristic signature D" ---, D _r , which accompanies most such events, and using it
to actually measure an effective mass for the b quark.
This partial reconstruction
was first used in identifying B mesons in e+e - collisions [30]. It relies on the useful fact that a B meson usually decays into a D" meson,
and the D" (an excited state of the charm meson D) usually decays via D" _ Dr near
threshold. This last _r meson is the key to this analysis. It is produced nearly at rest in
the D° frame, and can be used to measure the D° vector momentum:

Mn.M P_
11

.

We thus start with the lowest energy particle
with the B decay topologies such as
B ---, D* + p
B_D'+3zr's
B ---, D" + l u

in a hadron jet, and test for consistency
(Br -,- 0.05)
(Br _ 0.05)
(Br ,,_ 0.10)

We then partially reconstruct the D', and obtain a measure of the rest mass of the
original b quark.
Figure 21 shows the resulting mass spectrum for Monte-Carlo-simulated
b quark
jets (Figure 2la) and for light quark (u, d, s) jets (Figure 21b). In this study, we required
the b quark jets to contain the following decays: B ---, D" + p and B _ D" + 3zr's. A
cut requiring M >4.6 GeV/c 2 yields an acceptance of 29% for b jets and 0.3% for u, d, s
jets - a background rejection factor of 100.
For events containing a W b combination, the rest mass of the top candidate can
be calculated using the lepton momentum and the missing transverse energy (u) from
the W together with the b momentum.
Figure 22 shows the transverse mass spectrum
for simulated decays of a 120 GeV/c 2 top quark. About 10 GeV/c 2 wide mass peak
would provide both a convincing proof of the top quark's existence and a direct measure
of its mass.
The probability of the decay sequence W --, e t,t, b --, D" + (p or 3Tr's),
D" --, D + zr for tt pair events is 4 x 0.11 x 0.05 x 0.55 = 0.012. With detection
efficiencies for high-Pr lepton and B meson 35% and 30%, respectively, the net acceptance of events is then 0.13%. This will be comparable to a net acceptance for the
conventional dilepton signature of 0.77% in estimating the top quark mass because this
analysis provides a sharp mass distribution.

B. 1991

Test

Beam

Run

The Fermilab test beam run started on July 15. Before the beginning of this run,
we made important progress in improving the noise immunity of the forward hadron
(FHA) calorimeter.
This work was carried out by Profs. Kamon and McIntyre, Dr.
Wolinski and Messrs. Lamecker (graduate student) and Wahl (undergraduate
student).
The following is a brief summary of tests/studies
done before the 1991 test beam run.

Temperature

Mapping

on FHA

In the 1989 CDF physics run, we had only two temperature
sensors for the
entire forwa.rd electromagnetic
and hadronic calorimeter system located at the west
and east sides of the B0 collision hall, respectively.
With this system, we routinely
12

measured during the run [31] a 5° difference in the temperature
between the west and
east sides. We also observed the gas gain differences in the data (jet [32] and Ft [33])
which appeared to be explained by this temperature
effect. We expect to have some
temperature gradient in the chambers as well. However, we presently do not find any
evidence of this owing to the lack of detailed temperature information on the chambers.
This unknown temperature gradient can result in a large systematic uncertainty in the
energy measurement,
because the gas gain depends on the temperature.
Therefore, we
have attempted to improve the level of temperature monitoring of the FHA for the next
collider run.
In order to understand
the temperature
gradient (or uniformity), a total of 22
temperature sensors were located on the FHA system in the test beam. A total of 1,000
data points were taken over a one week period. The results of the analysis of this data
[34] are summarized below:
• The temperature gradient is small in the area covered with the steel plate in the
horizontal, vertical and depth scans. The steel plate seems to be a uniform heat
conductor.
• The temperature
difference is large (greater than 0.5 °C) between
chamber covered by steel and not covered by steel.

areas of the

• The chamber temperature is about 0.8 *C to 1 °C lower than the gas temperature
at the input gas gain tubes.
• The chamber input/output
gas temperatures do not track the chamber temperature
well, but they are close to the gas gain tube temperature.
According to the results,
to be as follows:

we decided the optimized

• No sensors needed for horizontal

number of sensors and the locations

scan.

• No sensors needed for non-steel region.
• No sensors needed in gas lines on the input/output

of chambers.

• More sensors for depth scan on steel region (especially around shower maximum).
We have installed a total of 10 sensors at these locations and are testing the performance
of this temperature
measuring system in the test beam.

Test Result of "Grounding
The effective grounding
loop noise in the FHA system.

Straps"

of the FHA chambers is important in reducing ground
Ideally, each chamber tube (Aluminum tube) should be
13

clamped to ground. The grounding until the present was made using Cu-tape. We found
that this tape has gradually lost its conductivity from aging over about 6 years. In a
sample of 27 chambers, about 30% showed no ground connection between the chamber
face panels. We remedied this problem by installing ground bus straps with reliable
contact surfaces [35]. We used a silver epoxy with a very small resistance to glue brass
pads to the chamber face panels. The pads were connected by a soldered copper braid,
connected also to the ground on the connector board. Our test beam studies have shown
that the noise, as measured through the observation of a smearing of the pedestal distribution, is reduced from 35 counts to _10 counts following the installation of these pads
and ground straps.

Cables on FHA
At present, the signals from chamber cathodes (pads) are read out via a cable
daisy chain. The cabling was originally made using commercial fla_..£t
cables. For the coming run, we must reduce the chamber gain (to protect the chambers from an expected
higher luminosity) and therefore increase the amplifier gain of new front-end electronics.
This new amplifier card has a small resistance to ground providing a better noise suppression as well as a quasi-differential
signal input. To better match the input to this
new amplifier, we are planning to replace the existing flat cables with twisted-pair daisy
chain cables.
For testing the twisted-pair cable improvement, we made a set of cables for the
test beam and observed the resulting effect on pedestals and cross-talk. The test results
[36] are summarized as follows:
• width of pedestal
• the cross-talk

improves

using twisted-pair

cables.

is reduced by 40% to a level less than 1% by using twisted-pair

cables

We are currently testing these twisted-pair cables in the test beam calibration running to
verify this improvement in pedestal width results in improved calorimeter performance.

C. Plug

Upgrade

Calorimetry

We (Prof. Kamon, Dr. Wolineki and Mr. Wahl) have recently joined the CDF
effort to upgrade the plug calorimeters for the 1995 collider run. Beginning this summer,
we are responsible for carrying out a detailed Monte Carlo simulation with a GEANT3
package for this new configuration.
Most of the geometry file for this detector simulation
has already been set up. Figure 23 shows a display of the plug upgrade calorimeter
by GEANT3.
The entire CDF calorimetry in 1995 is also set up as shown in Figure
14

\,

24. Using this preliminary setup, we estimated the expected energy resolution for the
upgrade hadron calorimeter to be about 90%/v/E [:37].
The prototype EM and. hadron modules will be tested during the present test
beam run (15 July - 15 December).
Following the completion of these current beam
tests, we will perform a comparison of the simulation and measurements in an effort to
optimize the calorimeter design parameters for final design and construction.

D. Future

Plans

and CDF Upgrade

CDF Physics

Participation

Analysis

A central goal of the coming physics run of CDF is the search for the top quark.
We now know that top lies above the IvVmass [28], so that it will decay via t ---, W + b.
The key challenge then is to identify events of this kind among the total ensemble of
W events. We have developed a technique of partial reconstruction
of B mesons with
Monte Carlo events (see Section A.4) through the following decay modes:

In addition,

we started

BD'+p

(~5%)

B---, D'+37r's

(-_5%)

the similar study for leptonic decay mode:
B_D'+Iv

(10%)

Professors Kamon and McIntyre have been developing this analysis technique on
the actual data sample to carry out the above physics program.
They will carry out
this analysis with the assistance of our two postdoctoral
associates, Drs. Wolinski and
Scarpine.

Gas Calorimetry
The Texas A&M group continues to shoulder a major share of the tasks to maintain, calibrate and improve the gas calorimetry system which is used in CDF for 0 _<
30°. The calibration of the calorimetry is being carefully refined in test beam studies at
Fermilab to be completed by the end of 1991. These calibrations are crucial to the overall CDF performance with the final version of the front-end electronics for the coming
physics run.
The TAMU group will modify the cabling, grounding condition and electronics
at B0 before the next collider run. This is necessary to improve the noise immunity of
15

the forward hadron calorimeters (see Section B). We will also increase the number of
temperature sensors to measure the gas temperature in order to minimize the systematic
uncertainty in the gas gain measurement during the course of the next run.
CDF plans to maintain the gas calorimetry system in a state of readiness for use
in the 1995 run in the event that the upgrade calorimetry (see the next section) cannot
be completed in time for the run. The TAMU group will continue to provide for the
maintenance of the gas calorimetry until it is replaced.
Professors Kamon and Webb will conduct the above programs with one postdoctoral associate, Dr. Wolinski, and one graduate student, Mr. Lamecker.

Plug

Upgrade

Calorimetry

CDF is planning to replace the gas calorimetry system in the plug and forward
regions with a new plug assembly using scintillating tile calorimetry. This replacement is
necessary for taking data fast enough in future high luminosity collider runs. Therefore,
we will continue to set up a detailed Monte Carlo simulation with the GEANT3 package
in order to compare the real performance to the simulation.
In addition, we will build a small electromagnetic calorimeter, using the tile-fiber
technique, to piace in the hole of the forward electromagnetic (FEM) calorimeter for the
1992 physics run. This microplug calorimeter, which is inexpensive and easy to build,
can provide an online test of the tile-fiber technique employed in the CDF plug upgrade
calorimeter project [38]. This test will be crucial to verify the planned performance for
the upgraded calorimeter for future collider runs.
Professor Kamon will conduct the above two programs with one postdoctoral
associate, Dr. Scarpine, and one undergraduate
student, Mr. Wahl.

Plug

Upgrade

Tracking

Since the plug calorimeter will be replaced, a new tracking system in the plug
region [39] will be desired to increase the discovery potential for the top quark search in
each of the coming physics runs (1995 and beyond): namely to increase the detection of
electron and b quark. It is to be noted that this replacement would make it possible to
move the forward muon systems in to provide complete muon coverage over the entire
rapidity range q < 3.
A Monte Carlo study was performed to estimate the acceptance for detection of
•
,lepto_
B-meso'n
t ---, IV" + b (W --, _ vr) w_th P_J
> 20 GeV/c and P_
>_ 15 GeV/c. Two
cases of 77 coverages were tested: central region (] rh I< 1) and central + plug region
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(1 _<1rh [_<2). Here i indicates electron oi' B-meson.
Mtop (GeV/c 2)
100
120
150
180

The results are summarized

below:

Central
+ Plug
Central
1.54
1.67
1.67
1.73

Thus, we expect the acceptance will be increased by 50% to 70% (depending on the top
quark mass) with this tracking system.
We recently pioneered a new precision track chamber technology, the gas microstrip chamber [29]. This technology was developed under funding from the Texas
Advanced Research Program and from DOE. It is being employed in the design of
the SDC detector (see Section III). The gas microstrip chamber uniquely provides the
tracking performance required at high-luminosity
hadron colliders: excellent spatial resolution (20 vm), short live time (20 nsec), direct digital data flow and excellent radiation
hardness (10 Mrad).
CDF currently has no track chambers in the forward region and almost no space
to add any. There is, however, a 10 cre-thick disc of space between the central tracking
chamber and the upgraded plug calorimeter, as shown in Figure 24. We have designed
a three-layer spectrometer telescope of gas-microstrip chambers, identical to one superlayer of the SDC intermediate-angle
tracking system (Figure 25). It can fit within this
restricted space. We are proposing this plug spectrometer to CDF for inclusion in the
plug upgrade.

Summary
Ali the activities described above are important for a successful CDF program.
Since each of the activities is also related to the SSC program, our efforts should lead
to a successful SSC experiment.
Thus, it is crucial for our group to have strong support for faculty, two postdoctoral associates, graduate and undergraduate
students in the next couple of years.
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II. The

MACRO

Experiment

The MACRO experiment
1)ciiig stnged at the Gran Sasso Laboratory
in
L'Aquila, Italy is the next generation
mlderground,
large surface area, experiment designed to study magnetic lnonol)oles, astrophysical
neutrino sources and
other cosmic ray phenomena.
This detector will provide us with a view of particle
physics phenomena well above the window of energy soon to be opened by projects
like the SSC, and as such represents a very important aspect of future research in
high energy physics. The details of the detector layout are shown in a schematic
view of the completed detector presented in Figure 1, and the details of the physics
program and the capabilities of this det¢'ctor have been presented in previous
newal requests to the DOE as well as iii the original scientific proposal Ill.
Over the course of the past year, this experiment
at the Gran Sasso Laboratory

and several significant

this time the six lower portions of the supernlodules
associated

streamer

has continued

tube tracking systems

milestones

to take shape

were passed.

have been completed

have been brought

re-

"on-line".

At

and their
Beginning

in late spring of this year the six supermodules were routinely taking data with the
streamer tube system. While the streamer tube system has been nearly completed,
we are awaiting

installation

work on commissioning

of several of the final monopole

the scintillation

counter

hardware

triggering

circuits,

and data

the

acquisition

system has gone a bit more slowly. Currently, we have the first supermodule fully
instrumented
and two additional modules running with the "new" ERP system
and fast monopole

and muon triggering.

We have been slowed in our progress

to

bring ali of the scintillator system "on-line" due to low level noise problems we
discovered as we carried out installation.
Several ch_'mges have been implemented
and the installation
In addition

and checkout of the rest of of the system is presently

to the constriction

milestones

achieved by the collaboration

ing the past year, there have also been several important
physics
reached.
At the recent 22 "d International
Cosmic Ray Conference
the collaboration

presented

results on nine separate

physics topics.

results are now very close to being ready for publication
and astrophysical

journals.

dur-

milestones
in Dublin,

Many of these

in various particle

During the coming year we anticipate
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underway.

physics

that these first

physics

results

well begin to emerge and tlmt tile first phase detector

fully operational

and collecting

should be

dat_ ftu" all of _IAC1RO's physics programs.

In the sections that follow, wc will discuss the progress made on physics
analyses, detector construction
and _qectl"cmic developumnt over the past twelve
months,

as well as present

our

for the coming flmding

1)htns

A. MACRO
In this section

Physics

we briefly summarize

cycle.

Results

several of the current

areas of physics

analysis activity.
1. The

MACRO

Detector,

An Overview

The MACRO
(Monopole,
:kstrot)hysics
and Cosmic Ray Observatory)
detector [1] is a large underground
dctc('tor composed of streamer tube tracking
chambers, scintillation
counters, track etch detectors and passive absorber all
aimed at searching for monopoles, astrophysical
sources of neutrinos and muons
and other exotic cosmic rays. MACRO is located in hall B of the Gran Sasso
Laboratory, L'Aquila, Italy approximat(,ly
120km from Rome. The experimental
hall is located 963m above sea level and is shielded by a rock overburden averaging
3800 meters of water equivalent

(mwe).

The MACRO detector, shown in Figure 1, is composed of nearly 500 scintillation counters (containing 900 tons of liqui(l scintillator), over 15000m _ of streamer
tube tracking

chambers

and over 1000m" of track etch detector.

These elements

are arranged in six double-decker supermodules,
each 9m high, and 12m x 12m
horizontal area. The total detector fills a volume 9m x 72m x 12m. A detailed
figure showing
supermodule
isotropic

the distribution
is shown

phenomena

Within

of theso elements

inside the lower portion

of a

2. Tlw detector

has an overall acceptance

for

in Figure

of 104m2sr.

each lower supermodule

arc ten planes of streamer

interspersed

with low activity

crushed rock absorber

scintillation

counter

In the middle

additional

plane of track

and four (0.2mm)
observed

system.

etch detectors

LEXAN sheets

to identify

and surrounded

of the absorber

composed

tube

stack

of two (lmm)

chambers,

by the liquid
is located

an

sheets of CR39

heavily ionizing components

of the

cosmic rays.

The upper level of each supermodule
is an external shell composed of six
additional layers of streamer tube tracking chambers and a layer of scintillation
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counters.
This shell }'_ounds a large op(_nvohune on top of the lower portion of
the supermodules
described and provicl(,s space for implementation
of additional
future dctectors.
This arrangement
is shown schenlatically
in Figure 3. Initially,
this outer shell or "'ATTICO" as it is call(_d, provides additional detector area
for monopole

studies

physics program
upgrades.
1.1 Streamer

and additional

while providing

scintillator

fiducial

volume for our neutrino

a large working area for staging of future detector

Chambers

The streamer chambers are fabricated using an extruded plastic u-channel
with 100/_m anode wires and graphite painted cathodes. A chamber unit consists
of eight channels each 3cm x 3cre x 12m in length. These chamber units are then
arranged in layers in the detector.
The streamer chambers are readout both on
the anode wires and on a set of 2G° stereo angle cathode

strips

to provide space

points for tracking.
The chambers have a resolution of 1.1cm in the wire view
and 1.2cm in the strip view. X\-ith ten planes of tracking chambers, we achieve an
angular

resolution

of 0.1 ° per track; which is to be compared

to the typical multiple

scattering suffered by a high energy muon penetrating the rock overburden of 0.6 °.
The streamer tube electronics has been designed with the detection of both fast
and slow particles

in mind.

from the chambers

and have developed

a specially designed trigger circuit to search

for slowly passing

monopoles

this device.

1.2 Liquid Scintillation

shifters
particle
typical

mixture

and antioxidizer

tion lengths.

The typical

passing

through

light attenuation

through

Counters

The liquid scintillation
with a custom

We record both timing and pulse height information

counters

are each 12m x .75m x .25m PVC tanks filled

of high purity
to produce
response
its center

mineral

oil, pseudocumene,

wave length

high light yields with relatively

long attenua-

of one of our counters
is approximately

to a minimum

400 photoelectrons,

length of > 12m. The relative

timing

ionizing
with a

and amplitudes

of

the fast pulses emitted from these counters are measured by a system of fast ADC's
and TDC's. For the longer developing pulses characteristic
of monopoles, we also
record the wave forms of groups of four/eight
both 20 and 100Msamples/sec.
The detector
•

and its accompanying

tanks using wave form digitizers

electronics
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of

have been designed to produce

a variety

of triggers

tube and scintillator
scintillation

to initiate
systems

rh(-' r_'a(lo_tt (,f til(: device.

haw: m_u_11_nd slow monopole

system also has additional

the streamer

triggers,

while the

trigg_'rs for stellar collapse neutrino

and fast monopoles.
The universal times of recorded
rubidium-cesium
clock accurate to 1/_scc.
1.3 The Extensive

Both

bursts

events are determined

by a

Air Shower Array

The Gran Sasso laboratory

experimental

program

shower array which can be used in conjunction

also includes

with the underground

a surface Mr
experiments.

This surface array is known as EAS-TOP [_] and is composed of 29 measuring
stations covering an effective area of 10_m '' located above the experimental
halls
on the mountain's
surface (sca Figure 4). The EAS-TOP
detector records both
timing and directional

information

of the triggering

air shower which can be used in

conjunction with the corresponding
MACRO data for those events. The relative
timing between events recorded in these two systems can be measured with a
a ,-_100#see. The joint operation
of the MACRO physics program.
in Reference 3.

of these two detectors further expands the reach
An earl), report of this joint work can be found

1.4 Detec¢or Performance
Based on the operation
experimental
detector.

measurements

%Vahave a measured

of the first supermodule

for over one year, we have

of several of the performance
angular

resolution

characteristics

from our tracking

of the

system of 0.1 °

and a measured
of at _ 1.7nsec.

time-of-flight resolution for _L'sthrough the scintillation counters
In addition, after correcting for # pathlength differences for cosmic

rays traversing

the detector,

counter

we observe

an energy

resolution

in the scintillation

system of
_rE/E = 0.3/,/'E

At this time the bottom
pleted and the first h_
remaining

supermodules

we have the streamer

portions

been outfitted

(E in MEV).
of the six supermodules

with electronics

are now being instrumented
tube tracking

(1)

system

have been com-

and brought

on-line.

The

and checked out. Currently,

tlp and running

on modules

two and

three and scintillator counters in module two are presently being checked out. We
anticipate having the lower sections of these six modules ali on-line by the end of
1991 or early in 1992.
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Since February

of 1989, we have rcc_rdcd

over 4700 ho_lrs of data with super-

module one. These data were grouped in two runs (Feb.- May 1989 and Nov. 1989
- May 1990). During these runs we have ,,perated this module at over 80% live
time efficiency and have recorded over 5 x 1()_ cosmic r_ty muons passing through
the detector. In the sections which follow we will present some of our group's
results from this data sample.
2. Magnetic
A primary

goal of the MACHO

for super heavy magnetic

would be moving at relatively
and would be identified
system.

A monopole

Monopoles

experiment

monopoles,

is to undertake

r_'nmants

a sensitive

of the Big Bang.

search

These objects

slow velocitie._ ( J -,, 10 -a ) with respect to the earth

in our detector

passing

early

through

ing set of pulses in the scintillation
traversed (×10 3 longer in duration

through
3IACRO

our multiply

redundant

would produce

counters and streamer
than the corresponding

detector

a slowly develop-

tube chambers being
pulses produced by

/_'s) and they would leave ionization energy losses in each of the detector elements
characteristics
of a heavy, slow-moving neutral particle with magnetic charge. [4]
2.1 Indirect

Limits

In searching for magnetic monopoles there are two indirect limits on their
abundances which can be used as guide posts to gauge the sensitivity of a search.
The first of these is called the "Parker Limit". [5] This is an indirect limit placed
on isotropic,
magnetic

heavy monopole

fields. This argument

abundance

states that should the abundance

larger than this limit, then monopoles
stored in these fields resulting

based on the existence

would have gradually

in a magnetic

field free region.

of intergalactic
of monopoles be

depleted

the energy

By constructing

a

very simple model for replenishing the intergalactic magnetic fields over the time
scale of the age of the universe in the presence of these fluxing monopoles, we can
infer a limit on their abundance. Arguments originally outlined by Parker [5] and
later refined by Parker, Turner and Bogdan [6] yield a flux limit of
_)Parker

<_ 1.3

X

lO-15cm-2sec-tsr

-t

(2)

in order for the flux of monopoles not to extinguish these magnetic fields.
The second indirect limit on monopole abundance also comes from astrophysics
i

considerations

and relates

the monopole
- 48 -

abundance

question

to that

of

the missing mass in the universe.
be necessary

()m, c_n a._k what density

of nmnopoles

to provide for the missing Dark .kIatter (DM) necessary

universe. Using a monopole mass of 101'iGeV/c _ and assuming
with velocities of 10-ac results in a flux limit for monopoles of

would

to close the

they are moving

O+to.+,,,.e
" 5 x lO-t_c,n-:a++¢
-t+,.-t.
It is worth noting that iii order
levels requires

a football

to

(3)

detect a handful of monopoles

field sized detector

to operate

at these flux

for a period of a year or

more. The MACRO detector has been designed to be large enough to reach and
surpass both of these limits in several years r.ffrunning. As a result, it will be the
first scintillation

detector

capable

of p_shing

"Parker limit" and to limit the monopole
a few percent of the critical density.
2.2 Current

Monopole

the search for monopoles

below the

content of the missing DM to a level of

Analysis

Over the last two data taking runs we have carried out a monopole search
using the scintillation
counter systems in the first supermodule
to investigate
monopoles
paratus

from a ;_ of 2 x 10 -4 to 10 -_

will yield slowly developing

A monopole

passing

p_dses in each detector

through

the ap-

characteristic

of the

monopole velocity through the detector. Furthermore,
the time interval between
those successive hits will be correlated with the monopole's velocity. Hence, in
making

a two face coincidence

use the time development
our analysis.

measurement

of fluxing monopoles,

of signals and time-of-flight

The efficiency as a function

measurements

of/3 for the two triggering

we are able to
to constrain
schemes being

employed based on the temporal development of the monopole signals in the scintillation detectors is shown in Figure 5. This figure shows our trigger sensitivity
for detecting
designed

slow monopoles

"leaky integrator"

in the velocity range _ < 5 x 10-3 using a specially
circuit to detect the slowly developing

monopole

in a

single scintillator counter, trigger one, and our sensitivity for triggering on faster
monopoles in the range 1.5 x 10 -2 to 5 x 10-a using a simple overlap coincidence
between

delayed signals from two faces of the detector,

During
triggers

our first run, we observed

for monopoles

trigger two.

394 type one triggers

in 80 days of running.

These

events

and 930 type

two

were then further

analyzed and signals were required t() l)e consistent with a monopole traversing
the detector and striking two faces of the detector. From this analysis, we found
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no events in the trigger sample from either data taking run surviving. Hence, we
are able to set an upper limit on the isotropic lq.ttX of the monopoles through our
detector

during these observational

periods.
--')

¢s9 <_4 x 10-1"Lcre ".sec
In the subsequent
without

'89-'90

any monopole

running

--1

triggering

upper limit on monopole
_

limits"

--9

are summarized

on searches

_I

in Figure

for heavy monopoles

the "Parker"

bound.

the operation

of the full MACRO

emitted

carry

another

3021 hours

surviving

questions

information

,sr

--I

(90%CL).

(5)

6 which displays

the current

from astrophysical

light on the composition

Ray

the incident

along with

flux limit from

Muons
to investigate

detector.

The downward

spectrum

of cosmic rays;

point sources and when detected
of primary

"best

after five years of operation.

with the MACRO
about

this analysis.

from the various experiments

detector

of data

flux from the two data samples

of cosmic ray nmons offers a unique opportunity

variety of physics
muons

(4)

Also shown on this figure is the anticipated

3. Cosmic
The study

(90%CL).

our detector

¢90 <_ 1.45 x 10 14cn_ ".,:ec
These results

--1

_r

we accumulated

candidates

This yields a combined
of

For the 1989 data we set a limit of

cosmic rays.

in bundles,

Furthermore,

MACRO

a

traveling
may be
can shed
has the

capabiIity of detecting upward going muons from neutrino interactions in the earth
below. The upward going muons offer an opportunity
to do neutrino astronomy,
to search for neutrino oscillations and to detect WIMP annihilations
in the sun
and earth.

In this section we will focus on the downward

physics of the upward

muons will be discussed

muon program

only. The

in later sections.

During the course of the past two data taking runs of the first supermodule,
we have recorded over 5 x 108 downward going muon events onto magnetic tapes.
At our location,

approximately

we observe come from primary

4000rowe from sea level, most of the muons which
proton

interactions

in the upper atmosphere

with

the primaries having energies in the range of 1-10TEV. Hence, the muons arriving
at the detector offer us a window to study high energy interactions
at v _ _100400GEV. The downward
single and multi-muon

going data sample naturally
events.
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separates

into two categories:

3.1 Single
The

Muon8
single

muon

the data collected.
physics data, but
to measure
The
map

events

data

Sasso

detector.

This

the data

on the vertical

The
sources

performance

muon

of the Gran

comparable

analysis

depths
single

muon

data

the upper

secondaries

sources
error

due
and

The

sky map

an(i to lneasure
good

rays.

is consistent

time

multiple

detector

measurement

we have searched

in Figure

and

measurements

at

in various

precision

particles,

a tell-tale

errors,

powerful

point

st_,r/galaxy

These

will produce

stream

will point

back

tool in searching

relative

timing

in right

7 illustrates

the data

of muons

Figure.

that

and 0.2 hours

density
bins.

_o

for such

measurement

At

which

we have

this

time,

anisotropies

of muon

ascension.

is available
plotted

we have

from

only

found

The

muon

MACRO

1% of the total
no deviations

in the sky map in excess of 3.5¢ from the neighboring

in

background

Data

Muiti-muon

events

than

those
with

are a signature

causing
muon

multiplicity

is expected

sample

can be used to determine
between
et al.[si
interaction

MACRO's

muon
of >3.

to be in the range

1013-1016eV.

of events

the single

energy

of the

studies

for astrophysical

of narrow

in this

Gaisser

to search

for evidence

of muons

range

other

the rock

accuracy.

bins of 3 ° in declination

3.2 Multi-Muon

90% of

flux at the

our geological

_cattering

resolution,

sample

events

muon

could be produced.

is a very

For ease of interpretation,

muon

nearly

far to study

with

of the earth,

within

angular

used

particles

for this analysis.

collisions

with

One could imagine

atmosphere

MACRO

absolute

shown

thus

the vertical

a,_reement

also l)een

of high energy

to its high

using

has

which,

In the early data,
fluxes

comprising

Time".

1)ecn utilized

intensity

cosmic

after

source.

sample

lr] .

streams

their

has

mountain
muon

configurations
of muon

in "'Real

sample

has shown

of high energy
striking

tl_i:_ data

These events not _)111)"1)r()vide us with an interesting
source of
they also serve as a (',)llection
of monitor
events that are used

the detector
single

donfinate

Based

data

primary
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from

mentioned

the corresponding
Hence,

higher

earlier.

Monte

the multiple

coupled

cosmic

Carlo
with

particle
muon

data

in the energy

simulation

extensive

ray constituents

energy

For multi-

primary

cosmic ray composition

on the earlier

multi-muon

of the various

events

of 1000TEV.

the primary

originating

with

work of

simulations
the upper

atmosphere

specific to our geometry

composition

of the primary

multiplicity

muon bundle

allmvs us to use this data

cosmic ra5" flux.

An example

is shown in Figure 8. Figure

to determine

of a "typical"

the
high

9 shows the preliminary

muon multiplicity distribution
from the '$9 data sample. In our running thus far,
we have already observed events with nmltiplicities
in excess of 22 muons and
we expect to be _k,le to observe even high('r multiplicity
detector modules are bro, tght on-line.
4. Neutrino
MACRO

also has the capability

cerning neutrinos

bundles

as more of the

Physics

of studying

in cosmic rays. MACtlO

several important

questions

con-

is able to detect high energy neutrinos

through their interaction with the earth below the detector, producing a flux of
upward traveling muons resulting from charged current interactions
in the rock.
With MACRO's excellent angular resolution and timing capabilities coupled with
the characteristic
muon angular distribution
from these high energy neutrino interactions,
we will be able to use this method of muon detection to search for
astrophysical
sources of high energy n_,utrinos below the horizon at the Gran
Sasso laboratory and detect other so,,rc(,s of upward traveling muons. To give a
feel for the detector's
event/year

sensitivity

for a neutrino

for observing

will record 1

flux of .3 x 10 -_ cm-2sec -1 (E,, > 1GEV). From sources

like Cygnus X3 and Vela X1, we expect
above the background

such sources, MACRO

in that

to observe about 10-30 muon tracks/year

region of the sky. These upward

traveling

muons

are a very rich source of data, as you will see when we return to the sample data
in our discussion of exotic particle searches in the next section.
In addition

to our ability to search for high energy neutrino

sources, MACE O

has a significant sensitivity to low energy neutrinos from supernovas. The scintillation counter system when completed will contain nearly 1Kton of active detector
volume which is able to detect the inverse 3 decay reactions produced by ae passing
through

the apparatus.

In the reaction
_ + p-.

,_+ e+

(6)

the positrons are emitted with energies in the range of (E0 - 1.8MEV). For antineutrinos in the range of _- 10MEV, we would expect positrons of energy ,-_5-10MeV
to be detected.
Following the emission of the positron, the neutron will interact
with the surrounding
nuclear material to form deuterium and give off a 2.2MEV
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capture

gamma ray (rc,pr,re

_ 120/_sc'c).
n + p _ _(2.2._.reV)

These lower energy photons
by lowering the energy

characteristic

threshold

the 5MeV trigger for a duration
collapse (P_) will be the detection
1 er by the detection

+ d

of this reaction

to 1._Ie\: in adjacent

(7)
sequence can be detected
counters,

80nsec following

of 500/_sec. Hence. the signature for a stellar
of a high energy positron followed a short time

of a lower energy _umma ray.

In order to search for evidence of the explosion of a supernova, we search for
a cluster of these low energy neutrino events over a time interval of _ 10sec. For
a "standard"
supernova dying near the center of our galaxy, we would expect on
the order of eight neutrino events in a time interval of 2sec. Thus, our supernova
search consists
fluctuations

of scanning

the time history of these low energy events looking for

in the rate in a time window of 2see. Figure 10 shows a histogram

the frequency of the number of events in a 2 second bin for the '89 running.
crosses indicate what we would expect for a purely Poisson-like distribution
a mean value of 0.025Hz event rate.
would be several entries
We are currently

A sigllal from the observation

in this event rate distribution
processing

the stellar

of
The
with

of a supernova

in the region of >6.

collapse data

on a daily basis.

By

keeping up with the data, we will be able to give advance warning to the visible
light astronomers of an impending nova explosion. When the entire detector has
been assembled

and is brought

be sensitive to supernovas

on-line, this stellar collapse detection

of the size SN1987A out to distances
5. Exotic

Cosmic

system should

of 50Kpc or more.

Rays

Using the MACRO detector we also have the opportunity to search for rare
varieties of cosmic ray particles.
With the multiply redundant
ionization and
time-of-flight measuring capabilities of MACRO, any cosmic ray particle which has
some sort of characteristic
energy loss or anomalous velocity, or both, can easily
be searched for in the data. Our search for exotic cosmic rays includes: looking
for heavy, long lived, penetrating
produced

in primary

cosmic rays; for evidence

cosmic ray interactions;

for fast particles

of massive

particles

with anomalously

low dE/dx; for evidence of penetrating,
slowly moving, weakly interacting matter
in the cosmic ray flux and for evidence of weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs).
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5.1 WIMPs
The topic of WINIPs and their detection
research

in particle

to piece together

astrophysics

these days.

a self consistent

picture

is one of the more active areas of
One of the major problems

in trying

c_four _miverse ft'ore the Big-Bang

to the

present is the issue of the missing matter in the universe. There are indications
on the theoretical side that a closed _miver._e is a favored solution[g], but if that is
so, where is the missing 80-90% of the matter needed to close the universe?
The concept of Dark Matter (DM) has been introduced to represent this class
of missing non-luminous
is clearly not baryonic

matter

needed

for closure.

Furthermore,

in nature Ii°I, we imagine that the objects

since this DM
we are searching

for are likely to be weakly interacting,
massive particles of some kind, hence we
have coined the name WIMPs to represent this class of particles.
WIMPs

represent

a broad spectrum

of DM candidates,

supersymmetric
particles, heavy neutrinos
predicted to solve the strong CP violation

e.g. axions,

lightest

and even monopoles. Axions have been
question jill, however, the current range

of possible masses left open for study (,l"l, xion "" 10-SeV) make MACRO
propriate choice for such a search. Lightesr Supersymmetric
been predicted by many current supersymmetric
theories

an inap-

Particles (LSP's) have
and should be weakly

interacting,
stable objects with masses in the range of 10's-100's of GeV. The current LEP results [121appear to favor the existence of such a supersymmetric
sector
in order to provide for the unification of the strong, electromagnetic
and weak
interactions
scales with gravity below the Planck mass. These objects would show
themselves

through

an annihilation

which could then be detected
sible candidate

process yielding pairs of high energy particles

in MACRO.

for this missing matter

Heavy neutrinos

have long been a pos-

in the universe since we know there are e

large number of these making up the cosmic ray background surviving from the
Big Bang, however, the latest measurements
of the 9e mass [131starts to remove
these objects from the list of serious DM candidates.
Lastly, we have already
mentioned the role that monopoles could play in providing the matter to close the
universe (Equation 2). At the present time the DM question remains wide open
and MACRO is an ideal instrument
with which to explore it. In the discussion
which follows, we will focus our attention
WIMPs

through

their annihilation

on MACRO's

in the sun and earth.
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ability to detect LSP type

5.2 Searching

For WIMP_

With MACRO

As mentioned above, since these LSP-\VI_IPs are stable, the primary method
of observing them is through their annihilation
with an appropriate
anti-_,VIMP,
and the detection of the subsequent high energy fermion pairs emerging from these
interactions.
In the work presented h('re we lmve studied the class of WIMPs
(neutrinos, sneutrinos, photinos, higgsinc_s) which can random walk through the
universe and collect gravitationally
in rite stars and planets. Once they have been
captured,
particle.

they are gravitationally
1)ound until they annihilate on a suitable antiAn equilibrium
is eventually reached where the rate of annihilations

equals the capture

rate of these heavy WIMPs

in these stars.

In IvIACRO we have undertaken
a search for upward going muon neutrinos
coming from the annihilations
of these WIMPs which have been trapped either
in the earth or sun. These annihilation produced neutrinos can interact with the
earth below producing a charged current neutrino interaction yielding an upward
going tL which can then be easily seen in the MACRO detector.
Searching for evidence of WIMP annihilations
in the sun and/or the earth
presents two different sets of experimental
challenges for the MACRO detector.
Searches using the sun are aided by the sun's large size, strong gravitational
traction

and small effective

source

solid angle but are undermined

that we can only search during the night (upward

going muons),

at-

by the fact

that the mass of

WIMPs of interest are large compared to the masses of the nuclear constituents
of
the sun and hence, more difficult to trap and lastly, the source is far away so the
rates are reduced. Detection of WIMP annihilations from the earth on the other
hand

is aided by the close proximity

of the source

search 24 hours/day

and the closer match

of a typical

material

making

up the earth's

however,

against

the earth's

nuclear

has to be balanced,
smaller target

volume and relatively

between

and detector,

the ability

to

WIMP masses and the masses
core (10's of GeV/c2).

weaker gravitational

This

attraction,

large source solid angle at the detector.

At present we have focussed our attention on evaluating the rates of WIMP
annihilations
from the earth's core, since the detector has a much larger acceptance for these WIMP

annihilation

events than it does for those coming from the

sun. Our analysis has followed closely that originally
WIMP
tailored

capture

and annihilation

for our detector

outlined

by A. Gould [141for

from the sun and earth and has been refined and

by G. Liu. [l_l In these calculations,

we have included

the

effect of the capture of these WIMPs by the various elements making up the earth's
-

.11,

-- OO =

core and their subsequent

annihilations

into a broad range of fermion-antifermion

pairs (rg, b'b,cd...). We then take the LUND Monte Carlo programs coupled with
a charged current, weak interaction simulator to evolve fi'om WIMP-WIMP
annihilation

products

to upward

going muons in our detector.

The results of this simulation

work is shown irl Figure 11, where we show a rate

of upward going muons for each of five different WIMP candidates modeled. For
each of these candidates, we have assumed that the number of WIMPs-antiWIMPs
are nearly equal over the mass range of interest
sufficient to provide

and that

the WIMP

closure of the universe (local DM density

density

is

of 0.3GeV/cm3).

In our first 80 days of operation we have observed a single upward going
muon in the detector.
This is to be compared with the total downward flux of
muons for this period of 2 x 105. The event display for this upward
event is shown in Figure

12.

Taking this single event,

going muon

we can convert

it into a

flux measurement
of upward going muons to compare with the predictions
WIMP annihilation fluxes described above. In Figure 11 we have drawn

of the
a solid

horizontal

in this

line corresponding

to this upward going muon flux. In addition,

same figure we show our expected sensitivity for WIMPs after running the full
MACRO detector for two years, assuming that we see no additional upward going
muon candidates.
From the current data, we can see that the MACRO detector
can already be used to place limits on some forms of DM candidates.
Based on
these calculations and measurements
we can now rule out muon type sneutrinos
and Dirac neutrinos

above about 25GeV/c 2 as major sources of DM. We also see

that after several years of operation
similar limits on the higgsino
study of the effects of photinos
either longer running

with the full detector,

contribution

we will be able to place

to the DM question,

on the missing matter

while a definitive

in the universe will require

or a larger detector.
6. Conclusions

In summary,

we have seen that

there are a number

of very interesting

astro-

physical, cosmological and particle physics questions awaiting further study with
the MACRO detector.
We have also seen that by bringing to bear astrophysics,
cosmic ray and particle physics techniques and skills to build large underground
detectors, we are able to address several exciting issues regarding the origin of the
universe.

It is, of course, our ultimate

work in particle

hope that such research

physics and astrophysics

independently
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coupled with the

will eventually

lead us to

an understanding
of the secrets ._urrolmding
real "Theory of Everything".
B. MACRO

Wave

our universe

Form

Digitizing

and its origins and to a

(WFD)

Our group has been involved in the MACRO collaboration
R&D effort to provide the necessary wave ft)mn digitizing syswm (WFD) for the .NIACRO detector's
scintillator system over the last several years. Based on previous experience in this
area of instrumentation
oa our previous cosmic ray search for GUT monopoles [16l,
our team was qualified to carry out this work for tile MACRO program. The area
of fast wave form digitization has been a very active area of device R&:D over the
past several years, and as a result,

our work on this project

to identify

the "best"

performing system for the needs of MACRO has continued over the past twelve
months. The properties of the WFD electronics required for MACRO's needs are
as follows:

1) >_100 MHz sampling.

This sampling

frequency

is the minimum

needed to digitizc single photoelectron
signals from the scintillation
ters. A higher sampling frequency could be used if an inexpensive
were available.
2) A minimum

of 8 bit linear ( 10 bit nonlinear)

dynamic

range.

dynamic range is necessary to view the wide range of monopole
we hope to be sensitive to with MACRO.
3) Effective time sampling
sponds

to the maximum

detector

4) Zero suppressed
transferred

of a slow monopole

tube slow monopole

data storage.

of 3-30 millivolts

--O(

of data

for zero suppression

will be a necessity.
for a single photoelectron.

This system should be able to identify single photoelectron
us the lowest possible velocity cutoff

to.

dead time losses. Should the

rate be high, this feature

sensitivity

the

level, the wave form information

5) Double buffering of data to prevent
6) An input

through

In order to keep the amount

per event at a manageable

triggering

velocities

trigger is sensitive

needs to sparsified. A simple threshold requirement
should be more than adequate for our application.
monopole

This

window of at least 500 #sec. This corre-

time-of-flight

that the streamer

counFADC

for

-

monopoles.

pulses to give

7) Pre and post pedestal

of 4 samples

This feature will allow us to monitor
real data.
S) Channel
ommended

for baseline

measurements.

the zero suppression

density of 8 channels/card.

in order to take advantage

activity

This packaging density is rec-

of the system overheads

with implementing
this system on the 6 supermodules.
9) Data Acquisition standard of either FASTBUS
DAQ standards
nels/card.

give us enough

10) Total system

for the

space to contemplate

size of 1000 channels

associated

or VME. These
getting

16 chan-

plus spares.

Over tile course of the past two years the collaboration
has been investigating
the development of a custom designed system to achieve the above specifications
based on designs
group.

put forward

The fundamental

circuit digitizes

by the Caltech

difference

between

at 100MHz and is placed

group

and the Boston

the two schemes is that

University
the Caltech

every box end, while the BU solution

digitizes at 200MHz and multiplexes two tank ends per digitizer. The TAMU team
took the Caltech system as a starting point and added several features to the basic
circuit design to provide for "pre" and "'post" pedestal
was important

in tracking

the performance

monitoring,

of this electronics

which we felt

system.

The block

diagram of this system is shown in Figure 13. The advantage of this particular
solution to our WFD needs is that this FADC chip has TTL outputs which can offer
a substantial

savings of space when putting

Last year we built a prototype version
in a CAMAC module.
This evaluation
memory

address

together

In fixing up this circuit's

had to substantially

redo the clocking

16 channel board.

of this circuit which we had assembled
showed a serious noise problem on the

lines which we had to correct

to work properly.

a complete

before we could get the prototype

sensitivity

and addressing

to high frequency
portions

noise, we

of this circuit.

A

prototype WFD embodying these changes was tested successfully by P.J. Green,
formerly of our group and now at Sandia National Laboratory.
This circuit was
tested

successfully

at the Gran Sasso in a CAMAC version last fall.

In parallel with this effort on the 100MHz digitizer, a group at BU led by
Spencer Klein has developed a similar system based on a 200MHz FADC chip.
The BU work progressed
with the testing

through

a CAMAC

prototype

of the 100MHz system from SANDIA

stage last fall in parallel
and TAMU. The results of

the tests of the BU system have lead to a number of changes to the printed
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circuit

for that system

and recently

the design of the improved

WFD system based on a

custom designed interface chip (ASIC) and the 200MHz FADC has been finished.
Based on the performance requirements
of ,NIACRO and the successful CAMAC system tests on the 200MHz BU system, we are planning

a full supermodule

test of the 200MHz system by tile end of the current calendar year. For this test
we will instrument
one full, single decker supermodule
with these WFD's.
This
test will require

,-_50 multiplexed

channels

of this system

to be assembled

and

deployed at the Gran Sasso. Following tile successful conclusion of these tests, we
will be ready to carry out tile construction
of the final system of MACRO.
C. Plans

for tile Next

Funding

Cycle

For the coming budget cycle we are planning to complete the electronic instrumentation
of the scintillation
counters on the first six supermodules
of the
detector.
scintillator

This work will require making final adjustments
system

as well as the construction

to the mechanics

and installation

of the

of the wave form

recording hardware for each scintillation counter in the system.
We expect to conclude the testing of the final WFD system early in the new
calendar

year, paving

the way for construction

coming funding cycle. The fabrication

of the final hardware

of this hardware

will ultimately

during

the

be paced by

the funding available following the final testing of the system. We have budgeted
for approximately
half of the system in each of the next two successive funding
cycles. Given the rather

modest

number

of channels/cards

to be constructed

and

mounted, we anticipate being able to construct this first half of the system by the
end of the current FY. If we are successful in keeping this schedule, we will then
ask for supplemental

funding

While the WFD system

to complete

this system at mid year.

is being completed,

the experiment

will continue

to

take data using the completed streamer tube readout on the six modules and the
portion of the scintillation counter system that has been completed.
We expect
by the beginning of calendar 1993, to be able to complete the development of the
wave form recording system.
In addition to the current running of the six modules, the collaboration
has
recently begun work on phase II of the MACRO construction.
Starting this month,
the work on the "ATTICO" has begun. The "ATTICO" is a vertical extension of
the scintillation

counter

system along with a modified version of the tracking

sys-

tem in order to provide a larger surface area coverage for many of the phenomena
we will be investigating.

The "ATTICO"
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is an open box structure

comprised

of

additional

scintillation

planes of additional

counters

to provide walls and a roof backed with several

tracking chambers.

This structure

on top of the existing six supermodules

forms a large open volume

offc'ring the collaboration

space for further

upgrades of the detector. The construction of the "ATTICO" will begin in earnest
by the first of the year and should be completed within the calendar year. Thus
the timing for the completion of the total detector and the mounting
form recording electronics should mate quite well.
Following the completion
extensive

physics program

of the six double-decker

outlined

D. Time

Schedules

modules,

of the wave

we will begin the

in our original proposal.
and

Revised

Milestones

The past year has seen significant progress toward the staging of the full
MACRO experiment at the Gran Sasso Laboratory.
In FY '87 the DOE provided
MACRO

with its first major funding

same time, the laboratory
contractors,
construction

for the construction

of this detector.

was finally given over to the experimental

At the

team and its

to begin the construction
of the detector.
During the pest year the
of the lower portion of the first six supermodules
has been completed

and all six of these modules

are taking

streamer

tube data and three of the six

have the scintillation counter system operational and taking data es weil. With a
continuation
of the flow of equipment monies from DOE during the coming FY,
we will see further
first 6 modules

progress

toward our goal of completing

plus "ATTICO"

The revised budget

for the completion

of the detector

of the MACRO

construction

approved

detector

presented

for the project.

will depend on the availability

for this project at DOE. We expect that the remaining equipment funding
extended on into FY 1993 in order to complete this project at the present
funding.

We attach

of the

within the next year.

DOE in 1990 now exceeds the $6.8 M originally
the completion

the construction

the following list of milestones
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to

Hence,
of funds
will be
rate of

based on this funding scenario.

Milestones
Calendar
Year 1985
- Completion of tests on prototypes.
- Engineering of detector components.
Definition of final detector specifications.
Calendar
Year 1986
- Place first orders and begin construction.
- Detector production begins.
Tests measurements
at the Gran Sasso site.
Calendar

Year

1987

- Production
of Scintillator for the first module completed (6/87.)
- Production of Streamer Tubes for the first module completed (5/87.)
Experimental
Hall completed (9/87.)
- Begi,- "he assembly of the first module (9/87.)
Calendar

Year

1988

- Construction
of the next 2 modules begins (3/88.)
Installation
ant1 filling of the first module (5/88.)
- First muon triggers recorded in first supermodule (10/88.)
Calendar

Year

1989

- Begin "Muon" data taking run with the first module
- Complete construction
of the first 3 modules (1/89.)
-

(2/89.)

Begin instrumenting
modules 2 and 3 with PMT's and oil (3/89.)
Begin "Monopole" data taking run with the first module (10/89.)
Finalize the data acquisition and trigger hardware (9/89.)
Finalize the design of the "Upper Deck" (11/89).
Begin construction
of the next 3 modules (3/89.)

Calendar

Year

- Complete

1990

the construction

of modules 4, 5 and 6 (3/90.)

- Begin data taking with 3 modules (streamer tube data only) (9/90.)
- Begin instrumenting
modules 4, 5 and 6 (9/90.)
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Calendar

Year

1991

- Begin data taking with the first 6 modules (streamer

tube data only)

{4/91.)
- Begin data taking with the 3 supermodules
(scintillator)
(6/91)
- Begin construction
of the upper deck of the detector (10/91.)
Calendar

Year

- Complete

1992

the construction

of the 6 modules plus "ATTICO"

- Begin data taking with tile completed

-62-

detector

(12/92.)

(9/92.)
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Figure
1. Layout of the MACRO detector.
Shown are the six double decker
supermodules.
At this time the bottom portions of these six modules have been
fully constructed
and supermodule one has been in operation for over a full year.
NIodules 2-6 are expected to be brought on-line in 1991 and the uppcr portion of
the detector is scheduled for completion sometime late in 1992.
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2. The cross section detail of the bottom portion of a MACRO supermodule. Shown is the detail of the streamer
tube tracking
system, track etch detector
system and scintillation
counters.
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Figure 3. The elevation view of the final configuration of a MACRO supermodule
showing "ATTICO".
The upper part of the module is planned to be a shell of
scintillation
counters and streamer tube tracking chambers surrounding
a large
open volume on top of the existing structure.
This open region is planned to
be used for the addition of future detectors (eg. transition radiation detectors,
analyzing magnets;...)
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5. Light output as a function of the relative velocity of a monopole (fl =
v/c) for the two velocity ranges covered by the MACRO monopole trigger. The
solid curves represent the 90% efficiency boundary for both trigger types. The
points shown represent measurements
of the efficiency of type "one" triggers using
an LED monopole pulse simulator. Also shown in the figure are the expected light
levels for the passage of a Dyon, monopole and 1/5e charged particle through a
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Figure
7. Muon sky map in equatorial coordinates.
Declination is given on the
right. In this projection, the ecliptic plane appears curved. Only 1/100 events are
plotted for clarity.
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galaxy is indicated.
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13. Block diagram

of TAXIU version of 100MHz wave form digitizer.
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III.
During

SSC

the last funding

Detector

R&D

Program

cycle our program

continued

its R&D work on two

major thrusts in SSC detector development.
The first of these efforts has been
the study of the use of liquid scintillator filled capillaries as the active medium in
a radiation

hard scintillating

fiber calorimeter

for SSC experiments.

The second

area of investigation has been the study of gas microstrip tracking chambers for
the precision tracking needs of SSC detectors.
In tile sections which follow, we
will outline briefly the progress being made on each of these two R&D projects
over the past year and discuss our plans for the coming funding cycle.
A. Liquid

Scintillator

Based

Piber

Calorimetry

R&:D

The SSC will present some rather formidable detector performance criteria
for many of the detector subsystems being envisioned for use in the first round
of experiments.

Planned

detectors

must have relatively

fast response

for handling

the high rate of events, must provide high precision performance
and in many
cases must be relatively insensitive to the high doses of neutrons and gamma rays
that

they will receive situated

in the collision halls.

The calorimeter

subsystems

being contemplated
by the SDC and GEM groups for the very forward cm regions,
3 >1 q I> 5, pose particularly
stringent requirements
in ali three of these categories. As these calorimeters approach closer to the beam direction on either side
of the interaction region, the particle fluxes and the radiation levels exceed those
seen in the central region by several orders of magnitude [see Figure 1.]. However,
despite these rather hostile experimental
conditions, there are very strong physics
justifications for trying to cover as much of the 47r cm solid angle as possible. [see
References 1 and 2 for details]. Without a nearly hermetic calorimeter system,
many physics processes whose trigger signature is missing energy, eg. u's or other
weakly intereacting particles like the lightest supersymmetric
particle, will be impossible

to detect.

Hence, the need for a study of the possible alternatives

for a

suitable calorimeter technology which can survive in this tough environment
provide the physics performance needed.
The use of scintillating

liquids and radiation

hard coatings

and

has been suggested

[3] as a possible technology for use in these forward systems. The scintillating liquids have a response to ionizing radiation which is comparable
to that of solid
scintillating materials, while offering a more radiation resistant form of this stan_
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,

to

provide

for a distribution

of the radiation

damage

over the entire

detector

volume as well as allowing a continuous monitoring of the detection medium performance during running. It is useful to note that plans for a liquid scintillator
based forward calorimeter system have been included in the TEXAS
EMPACT/TEXAS
LOI[2]; the SDC LOI[4] and the GEM LOI[5].

EOI[1]; the

Over the past two years our group has been involved in a study of combinations of materials and configurations for use in a liquid scintillator based forward
calorimeter

system for the SSC. This work was initially part of a generic SSC R&D

program and in the last year became one of the tasks grouped into the SSCINTCAL, scintillating fiber calorimetry subsystem program, for both SSC subsystem
R&D and TNRLC

R&:D programs.
1. Introduction

Our efforts over the past twelve months have been aimed at three major tasks
in developing this detector technology:

a) continuation
of our studies
terial combinations,
b) studies of radiation
c) construction
for testing

of the optical

hardness

properties

of various detector

of seven prototype

electromagnetic

Zaman

calorimeter

modules

the work being carried

of R. Webb with his graduate

along with N. Diaczenko

element

students

A. Sanzgiri

and A. David of our technical

2. Study of Optical
One important

components,

in a beam and with cosmic rays.

In the section which follows we will describe
this team composed

of various ma-

out by
and S.

staff.

Properties

in demonstrating

the viability

of this

technique

is

identifying appropriately
matched scintillating liquids and chemical coatings to
construct these long attenuation
length channels required by these calorimeters.
The materials must be chemically compatible and have indices of refraction which
will allow the channels
Initially

internally

our work with scintillating

based scintillating
previous

to be totally

experience

compounds.
with through

reflecting

liquids

has dealt

The first is a mixture
our participation
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(TIR).
that

with two mineral
our group

in the MACRO

oil

has had

experiment.

The MACRO scintillator
shifters

is composed

and some anti-oxidants

of mineral

to stabilize

oil, pseudocumene,

the mixture.

wave length

It was developed

for

its long attenuation
lengths and long term stability and is initially a very good
match for our needs in this R&D program.
This scintillator
has an index of
refraction of 1.47 = nMACRO. The second scintillating liquid used in our testing is
a commercial equivalent of the MACRO mixture made by Bicron, BC-517L. The
major difference between
the MACRO oil typically

the two mixtures is their attenuation
lengths.
While
has attenuation
lengths in range of 12-15 meters, the

BC-517L is advertised to have an attenuation
length of approximately
five meters.
Both of these should be adequate for the studies that we have undertaken thus far
in this R&D program.
In order to make totally internally reflecting channels we needed to work with
coatings whose indices are below this level and that are known to be rad-hard.
In MACRO,

where radiation

damage

is not a problem,

we used Teflcn coatings

to provide the TIR channels for the scintillation light produced in the detector.
While T_flon is known not to be sufficiently rad-hard for use in for use in en
SSC environment,
coatings

as a point

suitably

radiation

we have studied
of reference
resistant

of these two oils with Teflon

in our R&D program.

coatings

using either magnesium-fluoride,
(silox) nsilox = 1.39, for these

the performance

The search for additional

has lead us to investigate

(MgF2)
coatings.

the possibility

of

nMgF2 - 1.39, or polymethylsiloxane
Both of these materials is known to

be able to withstand exposures to radiation doses in the MRad range without
significant degradation
in their mechanical properties.
While the capture angle
for these coatings is somewhat smaller than for the Teflon/Oil
index differences are similar to those found in the manufacture

combination,
tbese
of standard coated

optical fibers and therefore should be suitable for this particular application.
Our
initial studies of these material combinations has focussed on measurements
of light
output

and attenuation

lengths in several different
Data from Lasagna

Initially, we studied
able thickness

the absolute

and attenuation

and TIR coatings.

is shown in Figure 2 . I_ this configuration,

arrangements.

Configuration

light output

films of liquid scintillator

geometrical

lengths

of vari-

The detector

layout

we were able to adjust

the oil levels

and exchange the T__Rreflective coatings to study the response of the detector to
cosmic rays. Figure 3 shows the response of this "lasagna" detector to cosmic rays
as a function of the distance from the point that the cosmic ray passes through
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the detector relative to the photomultiplier.
the attenuation
lengths for the oil/reflector

From these figures we can see that
combinations
tend to have at least

two characteristic
length scales, and the relative amounts of the short and long
attenuation
length components appear to be a function of the oil thickness.
For oil layer thickness

in the range of < 2mm for Bicron/Teflon

systems

and

< 4mm for MACRO/Glassclad
systems, we observe a short attenuation
length
component with ,'_SHORT
_15cm and a long attenuation
length component with
)_-- 100cm. For thicker oil layers, we see only the long ,k _ 100cm.
In an effort to ascertain whether or not this two component attenuation
length
behavior was due to dispersi'¢e effects in the light transmissions,
we undertook a
repeat of two light output measurements
with different optical filters between the
counter and photomultiplier.
The results of those two measurements
indicated
that if one cut strongly

on the green end of the emission spectrum

of the scintil-

lator, the attenuation
length observed contained only the long attenuation
length
component.
While this was consistent with our expectations,
based on scintillator light self-absorption,
the light levels being detected when the spectrum was
so severely biased toward the green were low enough to make this measurement
somewhat statistically
inconclusive.

Data from Teflon Tube Configuration
A similar set of measurements
Teflon tubes and liquid scintillator
uation

lengths.

were made using a test cell configured
to measure

absolute

to use

light yields and light atten-

The design of this is shown in Fig,lte 4. We made a close packed

array of tubes which could be treated as a segmented paddle counter with a-s;,ngle
photomultiplier
readout.
Once again, we used cosmic ray muons to investigate
the response

of various oil and tube combinations

to minimize ionizing radiation.

We also used this setup later to study the effects of high radiation
response of these scintillator filled capillaries.
Our initial measl_rements
diameter/colored
translucent,
The results

were using Bicron scintillator

Teflon tubing.

Measurements

(BC517L)

doses to the
and various

were made using 2mm diameter

lmm diameter translucent
and lmm diameter white Teflon tubing.
of the measurements
are summarized in Figure 5. Fits to these data

again show a long and short attenuation length behavior as well as an insensitivity
to whether or not *_heTeflon is colored or translucent.
The short distance attenuation

lengths

in these configurations

were again in the range of 10 - 15cm and
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the long distance
100cm.

absorption

was consistent

However, when we investigated

the frequency

using the filters as in the "lasagna"
in light transmission

with an attenuation

configuration,

as a function

of frequency

dependence

length

/_LONG.

'_

of this attenuation

we were unable to see a difference
in this configuration.

Figure

6

displays the results of these measurements
using three different filters. With this
data showing an inconsistency with our expections concerning the origin of these
two component
attenuation
length behavior, we have undertaken
new measurements
to try and understand
the origin of this effect.
currently

a number of
This is work

in progress.

This same setup

was also used in our measurements

of the scintillator/Teflon

system.

Here we irradiated

of radiation

hardness

several samples of scintillat-

ing liquid and Teflon tubing at an irradiation facility in the Nuclear Engineering
Department
on campus. The source of radiation in these tests was a large Co 6°
source.

Using this source we irradiated

samples

of scintillator

and Teflon to the

following dose levels; 0.1MRad, 1MRad and 10MRad. Following the irradiations,
which were done all at one time, we sequentially inserted the irradiated tubing and
corresponding
absolute

scintillator

into the test cell and then used cosmic rays to measure

light yield and attenuation

such a way as to detect
irradiation.

length.

any annealing

These

which might

tests were not performed
have occured

following

in
this

The first thing to note from these irradiations was that the liquid scintillator
did not noticeably discolor following radiation doses up to 10MRad. By comparison, the Pyrex

sample bottle

containing

the liquid was nearly

blackened

while

the liquid remained nearly unaffected.
The Teflon, on the other hand, did not
fare quite as well. Following the exposure to the higher doses of radiation, greater
than 0.1MRad, the Teflon became very brittle and unflexible. We were able to get
the 1MRad Teflon fibers loaded into the test cell to make measurements
but the
10MRad fibers virtually fell apart as we tried to install them in the test cell, so
we used the 1MP_ad fibers with 10MRad oil for the final point in our study.
The light output studies of the irradiated samples is summarized in Figure
7. We still observe the two component 1.;5ht transmission
which we saw in the
unirradiated
material studies described previously.
In addition , we also note
a significant drop in the light output response
1MRad irradiation.
As mentioned previously,

when we went from 0.1MRad to
we were forced to use the same

Teflon tubing

The small difference

in both of these mea.,mrements.
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between

the

light output measured between the 1.0MRad and 10MRad samples would indicate
that the large jump between 0.1MRad and 1.0MRad could be due to changes in
the Teflon only rather

than changes

retaking this data to isolate
Teflon in this dose range.

in the scintillator.

the effects of radiation

3. Prototype

EM Calorimeter

As part of this year's R&D program,

We are in the process
on the scintillator

of

and the

Tests

we completed

the construction

of nine em

modules,

seven using Teflon tubes and two using Mg F2 coated channels

to provide

the TIR

channels.

8.

The design of these modules

the spring and early summer we completed

is shown in Figure

the assembly

During

of these modules

and we

began filling them and testing them for uniformity.
One of the early difficulties
which we encountered
in filling these modules was due to air bubbles, causing
individual tubes to not be fully operable. Eventually we found that flushing the
system carefully and then leaving the liquid containment
volume open at one end
prevented the long term appearance of air bubbles in the capillaries.
Once we were able to uniformly fill these modules, we used a 5mCu
source to measure
tenuation

module-to-module

properties.

uniformity

and individual

In these tests the source was collimated

which could then be swept along the length of each module.

module's

Cs 13v

light at-

into a narrow fan
After adjusting

the

phototube gains to give the same single photo-electron
pulse height, we used this
setup to scan all nine modules. The results from these scans are shown summarized in Figures
modules.

9 and 10. Figure

Using this technique

9 shows this data from the seven Teflon lined

on the 20cm long modules,

we see a light attenua-

tion length of approximately
15cm. Figure 10 shows the same data for the MgF2
lined modules. Here we see these modules have a much shorter attenuation
length,
z_SHOR

T

-_ 8cre,

._3.d we feel that

surface effects when we machined
effect is presently

underway.

this shorter

than expected

the parts for this module.

behavior
Further

is due to

study of this

In the group of seven Teflon lined modules,

serve all modules having about the same light attenuation
in absolute at z = 0 of approximately
ck 20%.

length

we ob-

and a variation

We had planned to place these modules into the Fermi Lab Test Beam this fall,
however we have delayed these tests pending the resolution of the short attenuation
length behavior

of these modules..
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4. Plans for the Coming Cycle
There are currently

a number

of open questions

which we will continue

pur-

suing during the next twelve raonths. The primary one is the origin of the short
attenuation
length behavior : the various scintillator/TIR
coating systems we
have investigated.
It is import, at to understand
the nature of this effect in order
to be able to improve

the short

length

behavior

of these capillaries

for use in a

hadron calorimeter.
Once we understand
the issue, we will carry out the planned
test beam study of the prototype EM modules.
Over the past few months,

we have also been investigating

ways of providing

the necessary rad-b,_rd TIR coatings required for use in a capillary calorimeter.
The investigations
ilave lead us to studies of cold vacuum deposition (CVD) of
fvIgF 2 coating onto suitable substrates, chemical treatments
methylsiloxanes
and the use of halar tubing as alternatives
we have utilized

of surfaces with polyto the Teflon coating

thus far. Our plans are to work with Richard

Bionta of Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory on the CVD of kIgF2; Restek Corporation on the development of stainless steel capillaries with interior siloxane coatings and David Wynn
of Fairfield

University

forward calorimeter.
terion required
coatings

in the developement

of suitable

Each of these coatings

for a forward

can be produced

calorimeter,

will satisfy the radiation
but the question

with sufficient surface quality

to be implemented
in the SSC detector subsystem.
Lastly, in order to stage a forward calorimeter
will require

a more detailed

carry out thus far.

engineering

This study

Halon tubing

hardness

remains whether

and at an affordable

crithese
cost

system in any SSC experiment

design study

will include

for use in at

than we have been able to

not only the detailed

design

of the

subsystem itself, but will also deal with the issues of integrating
such a device
into the framework of the rest of the SSC detector.
If such a solution contains
this portion
......

the details
presence

of the work breakdown
of monitoring

of the radiation

for the coming year, we will also be studying

and maintaining
doses expected
B. Gas

the scintillator

in this kinematic

Microstrip

response

level in the

region.

Chambers

The gas microstrip chamber is a new technology for precision track detection
which has been developed during the past three years. The basic concept is an
old one: replace the wires of an MWPC by metal lines on a dielectric substrate;
......... 1;,.-,_o tO shape .t.
_L_.....t_ear-nela
and separately
interpose grlrl
," , , potential distribution
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control gas gain and drift field; reduce the anode pitch
a ten-fold improvement
Figure
oneered

in spatial

11 shows an early

#m, realizing

resolution.

embodiment

by Oed[6] and optimized

anode and field-shaping

to _75-300

of the gas microstrip

for high-energy

lines are fabricated

tracking

chamber,

by Bellazzini[7].

on a planar glass substrate.

piThe

The pulse-

height resolution of the chamber is spectacular - Figure 12 shows the response to 6
KeV X-rays; Figure 13 shows the response to minimum-ionizing
particles. A spatial resolution of 30 mm has been demonstrated
(Figure 14). Because fabrication
costs are relatively

modest

(,-_$50 for a 10 cm 2 chamber),

the technology

offers the

possibility of approaching
the performance of silicon microstrip devices at a cost
which could be used for large-area tracking systems in SSC detectors.
In seeking to apply gas microstrip
countered four problems:
• the size of glass-substrate

technology

chambers

the glass and the limitations
• there is an uncomfortable

we have en-

is limited to _500 cm 2 by the fragility

of lithography

trade-off

to SSC tracking,

of

processes;

between

chamber

efficiency

and response

time;
• glass substrates exhibit a bulk charging
with time for some hours after turn-on;

phenomenon

• for applications

tracking

requiring

is limited to _300
During

the past

high-precision

#m by surface breakdown

which changes gas gain

(---,20/_m),

on the planar

year the Texas A&M group has pioneered

the anode pitch
dielectric.
solutions

to ali

four problems.J8] We have identified and tested a resistive plastic substrate which
eliminates the brittleness, size limits, and charging phenomena of glass substrates.
We are developing
strate

chambers

developed

a lithography

process which can be used to produce plastic sub-

up to ,-,m 2 area.

a 75 _m-pitch

non-planar

For ultimate-resolution
chamber

applications,

with excellent

we have

high-voltage

proper-

ties for high-gain operation.
We have completed the ECAD design and simulation
of readout electronics which die-bond directly to a gas microstrip chamber and provide front-end

amplifier,

comparator,

data to L1 trigger decision
to ionization

collection

and SSC-synchronous

time. Lastly, we have invented

- the porous silicon cathode.

buffering

of chamber

a wholly new approach

Using a 100 pm-thick

porous

SiO2 layer as an active cathode on a gas microstrip chamber, it may be possible
to enhance the direct ionization yield a hundred-fold,
which would give a fully
efficient chamber,

reduced

gas gain requirements,

tile SSC bunch crossing separation

(16 nsec).
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and time response

faster than

1. Plastic-Substrate
The problems.

Many

investigators

Chambers

have striven

to make

dielectric-substrata

chambers for tracking systems during the past twenty years. While some designs
have proven workable for very-low-rate applications (e.g. electrodeless drift chambers and plastic-tube avalanche chambers in cosmic ray experiments),
fundamental
limitations in charge transport have always compromised high-rate performance.
The problem is that one strives to strike a balance between a conductor and an
insulator.

The substrata

a pot_,.ntial distribution

should be a good enough insulator
such as that in Figure 11, without

that we can establish
an unacceptable

Joule

heating due to d.c. currents in the substrate.
At the same time the substrate
should be a good enough conductor that charge transport to the surface, arising
from ions formed
distribution

in the avalanche

during high-rate

A voltage

near the anode, do not distort

the potent:ial

operation.

sag is produced

in between

anode

and field-shaping

electrode

by

the current of ions (neutralized on the lrface) which are produced in the avalance
above the anode. For a particle flux F<_ 105 cm 2 sec, a gas gain of G=104, and a
direct ionization

of n _ 100, the current
j = FGne

For a 300/_m-pitch
and field-shaper
potential

gas microstrip
is dw 50 pm.

on t_le dielectric

density

AV

is

= 16 nA/crn 2

chamber,

the exposed dielectric

The ion recombination

current

between

anode

will depress

the

surface by an amount
A V ,-, jR,

Requiring

of ionization

_< 10V for gain stability

d2

corresponds

to a surface

resistance

R,

~1013f_/n.
One of nature's
terials

in nature

little ironies is that

which exhibit

there are few, if any, homogeneous

such resistance

plastics exhibit p ,-_1016 _2 cre, corresponding
pm-thick film. Loading glasses and plastics

in thin layers.

ma-

Most glasses and

to Rs N101sf2/V1 for an ohmic 100
with conductive materials (metals,

carbon) typically reduces resistivity to p < 103-s f2 cm (Rs ,-_105-1°f2/V'l ). If one
tries to achieve intermediate
values of resistance by varying the stoichiometry
of
such dispersed solutions, the resistance
ratio, and behaves non-ohmically.
i

changes dramatic_/::y
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around a critical mix

To tmderstand
conduction

this behavior,

in a two-component

it is necessary

.heterogeneous

to consider

solution,

a simple model of

as depicted

in Figure

15.

The solvent is assumed to be an insulator with large resistivity pl _1016_ cm (e.g.
glass or polymer) and dielectric constant e _-4eo. The solute is assumed to be a
conductor

with resistivity

p2 _103 fl cm (e.g. carbon).

Three peculiar

properties

are observed in such materials, and can be readily understood by analyzing Figure
14. First, the material is non- ohmic: there is an exponential dependence of current
on voltage.

Second, for large applied

spikes (micro-sparking).

surface

fields the current

flows in such a heterogeneous

material

neling from one conducting domain to the next.
the current is just the tunneling probability

j=nev_

assuming

_2

,

E<<eV(x),

As either

impulse

Third, when an electric field is applied within the material

by external electrodes (e.g. Figure 11), the actual potential
only gradually, with relaxation times of many hours.
Current

exhibits

¢=

_

the stoichiometry

changes

by quantum-mechanical

tun-

Using the WKB approximation,

exp(-

we obtain

distribution

j-_

t

exp

(Nd -a) or an applied

_: dx)

(-Cdv'V).
voltage

(V) is changed,

the current changes exponentially.
Figure 16 shows the strongly non-ohmic I/V
characteristics
of a typical heterogeneous resistive copolymer, and the ohmic characteristics

of the homeogeneous

copolymers

which we describe

below.

The intermittent
crackling of current in response to applied voltage in such
materials is a second consequence of the above tunneling picture.
Because the
spacing between neighboring domains of solute varies statistically
in a sample,
some domain gaps conduct more than others, and locations of maximum local
electric

field actually

reach the dielectric

ing intermittent
"microspark!ng."
plastics by Sauli and others.
The third
tential

often-observed

distribution

following

strength

This phenomenon
phenomenon,

limit of the solvent,
has been observed

long-time-constant

changes in applied

producin various

relaxation

of po-

fields, is a consequence

of the

dielectric response of the medium. The solvent forms a weakly conducting matrix
for the more conductive solute grains. The resistance between two neighboring
solute

domains

is R ;-- pl/d.

The capacitance
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between

the domains

is C,,_ _d.

Changes in applied field thus produce a redistribution
of domain
macroscopic potential distribution)
with a time constant of

potentials

(hence

r = RC -._ (1014 f_ m). (4 x 10 -11 ) = 4 x 103 sec _ 1 hour
These scale-independent
long time constants are thus another intrinsic consequence of the heterogeneous
solution of two materials in which the solvent is
both

very resistive

and dielectric.

Such time constants

have been observed

in

many plastics (Figure 17), and also in the resistive glasses used by groups at Pisa,
Rutherford, and NIKHEF.
The solution.

The Texas

A&M group

glasses in an effort to locate a material
bling properties.

The properties

has studied

_50

different

which does not exhibit

plastics

these three

all result from the heterogeneity

and
trou-

of most con-

ductor/dielectric
mixtures, even those of metal in glasses. We have finally identified two particular plastics, BF' Goodrich co-polyester ABS Cycolac and several
polyurthane
copolymers, which are free of ali three problems. They have a surface
resistance

of 1013f_/El.

They are ohmic (Figure 16), they respond promptly to applied field, and they
do not micro- spark for fields of interest.
These plastics behave well electrically
because

they are truly homogenous

solutions:

the co-polyester

and polyurethane

form continuous strands in the parent polymer matrix.
Each of these new materials have mechanical and radiation
are also appropriate

for use as a chamber

substrate.

properties

Each is a tough

which
thermo-

plastic, a homogenous mixture of an electrically resistive polymer (Cycolac) with
either ABS or any other thermoplastic.
Each is moderately radiation-hard
(we are
currently

testing

its properties

following neutron

irradiation

at the Texas A&M

Research Reactor).
We have successfully metalized each, and achieved excellent
film adhesion and low film stress. The base plastics do not contain plasticizers and
exhibit relatively
time identified
in gas microstrip

low vapor pressure.

plastic materials

In sum, it appears

suitable

that we have for the first

for use as an exposed dielectric

substrate

chambers.
2. Large-Area

Lithography

Lithography is used to produce the precise pattern of anode and field- shaping
metal lines on a gas microstrip chamber, as shown in Figure 11. The lithography
processes

used to date by all groups

(Carleton,
87

CERN,

KEK,

NIKHEF,

Pisa,

Rutherford)

use the same equipment

fabrication of integrated
and a precision contact
A particular
possibility

virtue

microstrip

to make large area chambers,
feature

which are used in the micro-

circuits. These procedures employ a spin-on photo-resist
aligner, typically with a maximum wafer size of _15 cre.

of building

we devise alternative
required

and processes

lithography

chambers
,'-,m 2

on plastic

substrates

in area. This requires

and alignment

processes

is the

however that

which can produce

the

size over such large areas.

_Ve are developing

such a lithography,

using equipment

and processes

from

the world of precision printed circuits. We have an Accutrace lithography system,
capable of 10 #m line width, which will expose a 70 cm field-of-view.
We have
designed

a mask which uses end-to-end

dot patterns

to relax alignment

tolerances

in producing an overlay mask pattern, as illustrated in Figure 18. This approach
makes it possible to preserve the 10 #m anode line width needed for optimum
chamber

gain, while relaxing the co-registration

alignment

tolerance

to -,-70 _m -

comparable to the spatial resolution of a chamber with 300 tim pitch. The process
uses a spray-on photoresist which eliminates spin techniques. Ali process steps are
readily

adaptable

to a -,,1 m chamber

size.

Once complete,

this approach

could

provide a fast, low-cost, large-area, high resolution chamber technology for a wide
range of SSC tracking requirements,
potentially even including muon spectrometers.
3. Non-Planar
The planar microstrip chamber
breakdown.
Because the dielectric

Microstrip

Chambers

is limited to _300 #m anode pitch by surface
surface between anode and field shaper lies

parallel to the electric field in the chamber (Figure 11), the surface field increases
as chamber pitch decreases until breakdown occurs.
For tracking

application

oped and built chambers
this development

requiring

better

with two non-planar

are to suppress

spatial

resolution,

geometries.[3]

surface breakdown,

we have develThe objectives

reduce the influence

of

of the

dielectric between lines on the chambers gain, and permit much closer spacings
between anode lines. Figure 19 shows the knife-edge geometry, in which a knifeedge serrate

surface

is prepared

on a 100 face. Figure
micrographs
this geometry

20 shows the fabrication

of the chamber
revealed

on silicon using orientation

surface,

an unexpected

.... ,_,._,,,_ unc_erlymg the knife-edge

Figure

before and after metal
problem
cusp.
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_

sequence.

dependent

This concentration

21 shows SEM

etch steps.

in field concentration

etching
Tests of

in the SiO2

produces

electrical

breakdown

through

held on planar

the _2 #m dielectric

layer at half the voltage which would be

regions.

This problem

was solved in a second design, shown in Figure 22, in which the

surface relief is provided by vertical trenches.
The trenches are fabricated using
orientation-dependent
etching on the 110 face. If the anode pillar has a thickness of
less than 5 #m, the thermal oxide step fully oxidizes the entire column, isolating
the anode metalization
atop a 10 pm- tall dielectric column. Figure 23 shows
SEM micrographs

of fabricated

arrays

on a 75 #m pitch.

There

are no electric

fields parallel to the dielectric surface and extremely thick dielectric insulation;
the ultimate brakdown limit would occur directly through the gas, limiting pitch
to _< 50 #m.
chamber

This geometry

technology,

appears

to be a truly

and should provide

• 75 pm channel-to-channel
• <2000 e noise equivalent
• thin-gate

of gas

Electronics

with G. Vanstraelen

out electronics suitable for die-bonding
We set the following design criteria:

embodiment

,,_20 #m resolution.

4. Readout
We have formed a collaboration

ultimate

at SSCL to develop read-

directly onto the gas microstrip

chamber.

spacing;
charge;

CMOS technology

(low cost, rad-hard);

• leading-edge timing to half an SSC clock cycle;
• recovery in _< 2 SSC clock cycles;
• comparator,
• encoding
Figure

synchronous

of hit pattern

buffering

until L1 trigger decision;

and buffering for read0ht

24 shows a functional

schematic

on parallel bus architecture.

of the on-board

Ali synchronous (60 MHz) detection, buffering, and compaction
board. Only encoded coordinates of track hits for LI-triggered
higher-level
architecture

electronics

chip set.

are thus done onevents are read to

electronics.
This provision reduces the off-chamber cabling and data
to quite manageable proportions in both speed and volume. Appendix

C presents

details

of an ECAD

is currently

being prepared

design which achieves

for MOSIS prototype

these design objectives.

It

and testing.

5. Porous Silicon Cathode
A final limitation
of the gas medium.

to gas microstrip

performance

Even for a high-yield
89

arises from the ionization

g__s-(Xr magic gas, CF4) the primary

ionization of a relativistic charged particle is _4/mm.
While each direct ionization
creates Ni _5 subsidiary ionizations, and each of these in turn creates art avalanche
of _104 electrons near the anode, the efficiency of the chamber
statistics that at least one direct ionization occurs.
The drift
mm/#sec.

velocity

of tim ionization

electrons

If we were to choose the chamber

is set by the Poisson

in the chamber

gas thickness

is Ud "-_50

so that

all ioniza-

tion would be collected in one SSC clock cycle (tc = 16 nsec), the depth would be
X _1 mm. The best chamber efficiency in this case would be the Poisson probability l-P(0,4)

= 96%. In order to improve

upon this, we would like to develop art

"active cathode" which would provide much more ionization
in a thin layer which could reduce the drift time.
Thanks

to

a

parallel

development

in

an

than the gas medium,

accelerator

development

project,II0]
we have recently developed just such a material: porous silicon. Appendix D details the fabrication, tests, and properties of porous silicon. A porous
silicon layer is formed when a silicon wafer is exposed to a galvanic etch in a concentrated acid electrolyte.
Porous channels are formed with an extremely small
pore size (_20 ,_) and large pore density (_half the bulk of the silicon is removed).
The porous layer can be etched up to 100 #m into the silicon. The pores through
the porous layer are straight
of porous

and continuous.

Figure

25 shows TEM micrographs

silicon cathodes.

The porous

silicon layer can be fully oxidized

in an oven process

to create

porous SiO2. A gate-laym metal film can then be evaporated onto the front surface.
By applying a bias voltage between the substrate silicon and the metalized surface,
a remarkably effective charge transport can be achieved. We have developed these
layers as field-emission devices, in which ,_20 A/cre 2 can be extracted from the
substrate,

transported

through

the pores, and extracted

from the surface - a new

record for gated field- emission devices.

This remarkable

the charge transport
scale.

plate - but on a thousand

in a micro-channel

We are now endeavoring
in microstrip

chambers.

phenonemon

is akin to

times smaller

to configure a similar porous silicon cathode

Peskin [11] has shown that charge liberated

for use

by X-rays and

by charged particles in thin films of CsI can be ,_xtracted at the film surface into
an MWPC. He finds a practical limit of _-,2 #m film thickness - the effective range
of electrons

from X-ray conversions

and capture

in a solid.

Neighboring

and ionization

electrons

before thermalization

-^-_ _-,-,u
_" _t . Electrons
pores in porous .......
_i];,-,_n are _,,
ova,_u
90

from ioniza-

tion and/or

conversion

will traverse

which efficiently transport

yield Ns of ionization

electrons

N_ =Nx
p_

into the chamber

chamber.

A 100 #m porous

This idea has been successfully
detection.

and will begin testing
For X-ray

nanopores

cathode

catho,tes

the gas ionization
would thus yield 100

detection

and reducing

for field emission,

but not yet

them with X-rays this fall.
of transition

radiation

(a theme

of several

SSC de-

the porous silicon cathode could provide for fast efficient thinof --,keV X-rays in gas microstrip chambers.
The formation of
and mercury

cadmium

telluride

as well, notably

(Z=80,48,52).

X-ray yield in contrast

plete cleall-room
in this proposal.

would enhance

to ionization.
6. Facilities

The facilities

germa-

As X-ray response

strongly with Z, the use of a high-Z porous active cathode

wet etching,

the

with thin gate metalizations,

should be possible with other semiconductors

nium (Z=32)
increases

demonstrated

We are preparing

detection

tector designs)
layer detection

is just propor-

p_ t_ = 100
p_ X

primary electrons into a chamber, assuring efficient
requirements
on gas gain and front-end electronics.
for particle

to the surface

ts _,100 #m of the porous layer

_ 4 x 10.3 g/cm a , X _1 mm characterize

layer of a microstrip

dynamics

out of the porous surface into a gas microstrip

tional to density ps ,-_1.3 g/am s and thickness

where

The same transport

field emission current from the substrata

should transport ionization electrons
chamber, as shown in Figure 16.
The expected

many channels.

and Personnel

of the High Energy Physics group at Texas A&M include a comfacility which supports
This facility

metal sputtering,

includes

the fabrication
capabilities

ion milling, thermal

of the devices described

for lithography,

plasma

oxide, and wire bonding.

and
The

group personnel includes experts in the operation of this equipment (Elliott, Pang,
Mazumdar).
The Texas AkM group authored the GEANT simulation shell for intermediate

trackings

which is installed

in SDC Simulation.

The ECAD electronics

design and ISAJET/GEANT
simulation of tracking have both been bottlenecked
by the limitations of a small #VAX - hence the request for a more modern workstation.
91

The Texas A&M group is the only group in the growing international

collab-

oration on microstrip chamber development with in-house capabilities for fabrication of chambers on plastic and silicon substrates and porous silicon cathodes.
Anode planes, active cathodes, and chamber assemblies have been requested for
testing by groups in the U.S. (Rochester a,_d LBL), Europe (NIKHEF,
CERN,
Pisa, Rutherford)
and Japan (KEK).
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Figure 1. Radiation doses for 1 year at 1034 cm-2s-1 for the end cap and
forward calorimeters from the EMPACT/TEXAS LOI (doses are in Mrad and
assume the system is composed of lead and scintillator).
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Figure
light output

3. Data from the Lasagna test cell, illustrating the variation of the
from the scintillator/Teflon
system as a function of oil thickness.
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Figure
tillator/Teflon

4. Sketch of the test counter
tube configurations.
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Figure 5. Teflon tube data showing light output as a function of distance
from the photomultiplier in response to minimum ionizing cosmic rays.
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Figure
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filled with

Rcdiation
I

study of MACRO oil
'
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'

Figure 7. Radiation studies of the MACRO
shows the response of unirradiated
lmm diameter

I

'

I

'

oil/ Teflon system. Curve 1)
Teflon tubes filled with unir-

radiated oil. Curve 2) is for the system composed of irradiated Teflon and oil at
the 0.1 MRad dose level. Curve 3) shows the response of MACRO oil that has
received a dose of 1.0 MRad in Teflon tubes having received the same dose. Curve
4) displays the data from the same Teflon tubes from 3) with MACRO
has received a dose of l OMRad,
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IV. SSC Experimental

Program

Our group has continued its activities aimed at defining suitable detector configurations for the first round of experiments to be staged at the SSC Laboratory.
These efforts
have emerged
the past two
for the large

have been directed towards two
as significant players in defining
years. Drs. Kamon and McIntyre
solenoidal detector (SDC) over

of the major detector groups that
the SSC experimental
program over
have been involved with the plans
the past twelve months while Dr.

Webb has been working closely with the emerging
beginning

of this calendar

year.

GEM Collaboration

since the

These two groups are in the process

of specify-

ing the final detector configurations in preparation
for writing the experimental
design documents for these two major facilities. In the sections which follow we
outline the gener_t, concepts behind these two SSC programs
our group plans to play in each.
A. Introduction

to the

GEM

and the roles which

Detector

In this section we present a brief description of the GEM Detector and the
collaboration involved in putting together the plans for this second major detector
facility for the SSC. We have taken much of this informai, ion from the coUaboration's Expression of Interest [11(EOI), presented to the SSC PAC in July, 1991.
A new international
construction

collaboration

of a large detector

the entire set of U.S. groups

has been formed to propose the design and

for the SSC. This collaboration
from both

includes

the L* and EMPACT/TEXAS

almost
Letters

of Intent (LOI) as well as several important new groups which have not been
previously involved in SSC proposals. This represents a strong core around which
to build the plans for this detector.
We intend to have an open policy both
with respect

to individuals

and new groups

being added,

at least through

period of preparation of the LOI. At this time, our collaboration
collaborators from more than 50 institutions.
This new collaboration

the

contains over 300

was formed in June of 1991, with the first collaboration

meeting on June 18, 1991. Therefore,

the EOI, submitted

in early July of 1991 is

preliminary and by necessity lacks some of the detail that might be expected had
we had a longer time to prepare it. The fact that we are able to submit an EOI
at ali at this early stage is due both to the quick convergence
118

and dedication

of

_*

the new group, and to the fact that we were able to build on the hard work and
expertise

developed

in preparing

the previous Letters

of Intent.

1. Physics Goals
The physics goals of a large high PT detector
the central

topics

that form the justification

for the SSC are centered

of the construction

on

of the SSC -

namely the elucidation of the physics behind the electroweak symmetry breaking
that is expected to explain the mass spectrum of the physically observed gauge
bosons and fermions. This implies the search for the Higgs boson, technicolor.
supersymmetry,
as well as the search for new quarks, leptons, Z's and W's. In
addition to these topics, one has always to prepare for the unexpected or unknown
new phenomena

that nature

might have in store for us. These considerations,

as

well as the realization that some of these searches might necessitate the highest
luminosities attainable at the SSC, lead to the desirability of two large high PT
4,'r detectors with complementary
capabilities.
2. Design Philosophy
The SDC collaboration

things.
areas.

Parameters

has received encouragement

a design for a large general
design the other detector

and Detector

purpose

detector

to be complementary

from the SSC to develop

for the SSC. It is our intent

to

to the SDC. This implies several

First, the detector should have enhanced capabilities
From this point of view, the design of the detector

in some specialized
will emphasize the

precision measurement of electrons, muons and gammas. Second, there should be
a substantial
overlap in the capabilities of the two detectors at the SSC design
luminosity of 1033cm -2 sec -1 to provide competition
and cross checks on the
hopefully numerous new discoveries at the SSC. To achieve these goals, we believe
the detector
central

should have hermetic

tracking in a magnetic

electromagnetic

and hadronic

field. Another important

calorimetry

design consideration

and
is to

preserve as much of these capabilities as possible up to the highest luminosities
eventually attainable at the SSC.
The above considerations
lead to the following dete,._-: parameters:
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1. Precision

muon momentum

measurement

The main reason for this is that making

outside of the calorimeter.
the muon momentum

mea-

surements outside of 10 to 12 interaction lengths of absorber gives us
robustness to the highest luminosities. Our design goal is a precision
of _ 5% for 0.5 TeV muons at a luminosity of 1034 or higher. We
believe that the most economical way to achieve this goal is to have
high precision muon chambers
2. High precision
in front

in a large magnetic

electromagnetic

of them.

calorimeters

The design

field free of iron.

without

goal is a resolution

a magnet

coil

of AE/E

=

(1.5 or 7)%/V_ _)0.5%. The ultrahigh precision of 1.5%/v/E is
characteristic of totally absorbing crystal calorimeters while 7%/v/E
is the best that one can achieve with sampling calorimeters such as
lead-liquid argon or lead-scintillator
calorimeters.
We are presently
studying the performance vs. cost of these two basic design goals
and plan to make the choice between them in the near future.
3. Hermetic,

projective

tower geometry

hadron

calorimetry

with en-

ergy resolution of the order of £xE/E = 50%/v/E @ 2%. The total
thickness of the EM and hadronic calorimeters should be 10 to 12
interaction
mization
sibilities

lengths.

We are considering

performance

vs. cost opti-

both with respect to different technologies and other possuch as a finely segmented front end, where most of the

energy is deposited,
main purpose
deposition.

with a more coarsely segmented

is to detect large fluctuations

tail end, whose

in the depth

of energy

4. Central tracking in a magnetic field. The goals of our tracker are
more modest than for SDC, and we expect the radius of the central
tracking to be 1 meter or less. The detailed goals and technologies
will be defined by studies in the coming months.

3. Detector
An illustrative

Architecture

example of how the above parameters

can be realized in a self-

consistent detector architecture
is shown in Figures 1 and 2. In this example, an
8 to 10 Kgauss magnetic field for both the muon momentum measurement
and
the central tracking is provided by a large superconducting
magnet has been the basis of our initial cost and technical
120

solenoid. This baseline
considerations.
The coil

has iron poles at the two ends but no flux return (coils or iron) in the barrel region.
Preliminary studies of the effect of such fringe fields, from the standpoint of the
accelerator, safety, and logistics of experiment, are encouraging. Further study is
clearly necessary; however, this possibility represents a substantial savings ($50M)
in iron or coil costs. The length of the magnet is driven by the desire to keep good
muon momentum resolution in the small angle region (in the rapidity range of
1.5 to 2.5). Possible ways of reducing the length of the magnet by either shaping
the field in the forward region or by external
The outside
optimization
significantly.

dimensions

of this magnet

muon chambers

are under study.

are the largest we envision.

Further

studies will possibly reduce the size somewhat but not increase it
Such a magnet will fit conveniently into the hall that has been

designed at interaction region IRl, where this detector will presumably be located.
Thus the detailed design and construction of the experimental
hall can proceed as
presently envisioned.
This is an important consideration
since a redesign of the
hall would cause an unacceptable
delay in its timely completion.
Our general strategy is to evolve the final magnet from this base-line magnet,
after doing an integrated optimization with the various subsystems performance
and costs. The magnet and structure will be a framework for building the detector,
in which we plan to include some possible staging of detector
the ability to add capability in response to early SSC physics.
4. Preliminary
In the short

time available,

system

as well as

Cost Estimate

a detailed

engineering

design and an accompa-

nying bottoms-up cost estimate, especially of some new ideas, were not possible.
ttowever, a lot is known _about the costs for both L* and E/T proposed subsystems; therefore to get an indication of the cost of a detector with the parameters
discussed above, we have used the L* and EMPACT/TEXAS
engineering designs
and detailed cost estimates with a "straw-man" detector using a configuration that
can be reliably

costed from that work. Both the L* and SDC cost estimates

been reviewed by an SSC cost review panel.

have

They found the basic cost estimates

generally sound, but increased the EDIA costs and contingency estimates.
The
increase amounted to an overall increase of _ 40% of the base costs estimated by
L*. We have therefore

multiplied

the costs scaled from L* and E/T by this factor

of 1.4 to bring our estimates to the level suggested by the Theriot panel. We
have also included an amount for R&D costs scaled from the L* R&D numbers
estimated

by the Theriot

panel.
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In this way we arrive at the following range of estimates
options discussed above.

for two calorimeter

1. Option with precision homogeneous
EM calorimetry
ium Fluoride crystals followed by a sampling hadronic
Yields a total detector cost of $ 498 M.
2. Option with lead-fiber
scintillator
readout
calorimeter.
Gives a baseline cost of $ 439 M.
For the purpose

of obtaining

these cost estimates,

EM

using Barcalorimeter.
and

hadronic

we have assumed

the L* and

E/T technologies for the various subsystems and scaled them to our parameters.
This exercise has been done in the spirit of establishing a "proof of principle" that
a detector with our parameters can be built for between $400M and $500M. Over
the next year or two we will pursue a vigorous R&D program to find the most
desirable and cost-effective
discussed above, designing

technologies to achieve the desired detector
to (or below) the costs presented here.

5. Expected
We expect to submit
Design Report
precision

by late

homogeneous

Time and Design Milestones

a Letter of Intent by December
1992.

parameters

Our present

EM calorimetry

1991 and an Engineering

plan is to make

(Barium

Fluoride

the choice between

or Liquid Xenon)

or a

sampling type calorimeter (Lead scintillator or Lead-Liquid Argon) by the time of
writing of the LOI. In that document we plan to have narrowed the basic choice
of technologies to at most two options for each of the major subsystems.
We
expect that by the time of writing of the Engineering Design Report most of the
subsystems will have been narrowed down to a single option, although, depending
on the availability of test beams, some final choices may have to be delayed to
1993.
6. Management

of the Collaboration

An interim organization for the collaboration,
consisting of a Collaboration
Council led by two co-chairmen, has been set up for the purpose of generating
an Expression

of Interest.

We envision

a more elaborate

organization,

consist-

ing of a Collaboration
Council, a Steering Committee, an International
Finance
Committee, and a Project Manager to be put in place for the writing of the LOI
and subsequent engineering design document. This management structure will be
modified and evolved to take into account the needs of the laboratory and the
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collaboration.

We plan that

final management

structure

the evolution

from the interim

organization

will be achieved by the time of writing

to the

of the LOI.

7. The Role of the TAMU Group
During

the course of the formation

of this new collaboration,

worked closely with the members of the former EMPACT/TEXAS

Dr. Webb has
and L* groups

in the planning for this new experiment.
Following on his previous interest in
developing calorimetry for the high luminosity environments, Dr. Webb has been
working with the GEM collaboration
Calorimetry Working Group to determine an
appropriate calorimeter design for this detector. To this end, he has been working
with the SSCINTCAL group in the R&D on spaghetti calorimeters for the SSC,
with special interest

in the study of the use of liquid scintillator

forward calorimetry
for many important

at the SSC. Since nearly 4rr solid angle coverage is required
new physics signatures, the development of a design for a high

performance forward
for the SSC.
As described

calorimeter

is critical

in the earlier section

in putting

filled capillaries for

a credible

detector

on SSC R&D being carried

design

out in our

group, the work on developing a suitable technology for the forward regions at
the SSC has been an area that we have had an interest in for a number of years.
For the coming funding cycle we plan to continue

our work with the SSCINTCAL

SSC subsystem group and the GEM collaboration in developing a complete design
for a forward calorimeter.
Figure 3 shows schematically
a view of the forward
calorimeter

presently

under consideration

In order to develop this technical

by the collaboration.

design, a substantial

increment

in our DOE

funding will be required in the coming FY. The funding required for this effort is
presented in the Budget Section in the description of the the work for TASK B. We
anticipate

that the bulk of this R&D support

SSC Subsystem
the detector

will be made available either through

R&D funds or funds made available to the GEM collaboration

specific R&D needed to prepare
B. The Solenoidal

SDC is an international

the engineering

Detector

collaboration

for

design document.

Collaboration

for the design, construction,

and op-

eration of a 4 _r magnetic spectrometer/calorimeter
for a comprehensive program
of research at SSC. SDC features magnetic spectrometry
for ! y !<2.5, hermetic
calorimetry

and muon spectroscopy,

and excellent
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electron

identification.

SDC

is b_'ing designed to support a broad spectrum of important
physics goals, ineluding searches for the Higgs boson and supersymmetry,
extension of QCD and
electroweak studies to TeV energy scale, and a search for quark compositeness.
Professors Kamon and MeIntyre are participating
ment of two detector systems: the intermediate-angle

in the design and developtracking and a preradiator

for identifying electrons and photons. Dr. Barasch has developed the GEANT simulation shell for intermediate-angle
tracking and installed it in SDC Shell. Both
the intermediate-angle
tracking and the preradiator
will likely employ
microstrip chambers being developed at Texas A&M (see Section III).
Intermediate-angle

tracking.

Figure 4 shows the configuration

the gas

of the intermediate-

angle tracking spectrometer
for SDC. It consists of three disc-shaped superlayers,
each containing four layers of gas microstrip chambers. The chambers in the four
layers are segmented

into five angular

regions of 0(77) and are oriented

to measure

¢, ¢', ¢", ¢ respectively, where ¢', ¢" are stereo tilts of ¢ to provide pattern recognition constraint and precise 0 measurement.
It complements the silicon vertex
tracking

and the barrel spectrometer

to provide excellent pattern

triggering for all tracks with I 7/ I <2.5.
five rI regions and provide segmentation
can extend

tracking

performance

track density and backgrounds
barrel region.
Figure

and

Because the chambers are segmented in
<_10-3 radian (300 #m anode pitch), it

over the entire end plug region even though
are much greater

We are leading the simulation
region using SDC Shell.

recognition

of tracking

than in the central

and triggering

5 shows a typical

the

(1 rI ] <1.2)

in the intermediate

Higgs event in which jets and

leptons traverse this region. Issues of pattern recognition within jets, photon
preradiator,
and connection of tracks to the calorimeters and muon spectrometer
will be studied

during

the coming year.

Preradiator.
A central goal of the future physics at SSC is the search for the Higgs
particle. In the simplest Stazldard Model Higgs scenario, electroweak symmetry
breaking

and fermion

mass generation

originate

through

couplings

to the same

minimal number of Higgs field. This minimal assumption
is critical for Higgs
production
for mass below a few hundred GeV/c 2. In the intermediate
mass
region (80 GeV/c 2 to 200 GeV/c2),
appears to be H _ 77.

the most promising

detectable

signal process

Figure 6 shows the invariant mass distribution
for MH = !20 GeV/c 2 and
irreducible QCD background from two photon events. Here, the EM calorimeter
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resolution is assumed to be 7%/v_ _ 0.5%. We clearly see a peak of the signal.
Figure 7 shows the same as in Figure 8, but the EN'[ calorimeter resolution is
assumed to be 16%/v/E@0.5%.
is reduced.

_Ve still see the peak, but of course the significance

Another serious background

for this signal comes from hard rr° pair from two-

jet fragmentation.
Based on the fragmentation
study done by CDF (Figure 8)[2]
we estimated an expected invariant mass distribution
of 27r° system.
Figure 9
shows the invariant mass distribution based on ISAJET and the CDF result. The
solid curve shows the expected irreducible 2_, background (from Figures 6 and 7).
Clearly the QCD rr° background is higher than H ---, 2_, events by a factor of two
or so. We must reduce this background,

using a preradiator

system

to identify

and reject 7r° ---, _7.
Figure 10 shows a Monte Carlo simulation of 27 from 50 GeV 7r° [31. Here
we assume the distance between the collision point and the detector to be 200
cm. A clear separation

of the photon

showers is seen. The separation

is about

1

cm. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the minimum-energy
photon in H ---, 77
events with masses of 80 and 120 GeV/c 2. The signal events produce a high
energy photon

around

7r° background

with a finely segmented

Since Professor
to optimize
calorimeter

50 GeV. Therefore,
Kamon

joined

we should be able to discriminate

preradiator

the SDC group

the

system.
recently,

he has just

begun

this approach within SDC. The energy resolution of the SDC EM
is around 16%/V_
0.5%. The consequent resolution on H ---, 77

is thus adequate to support a sensitive Higgs search, provided that the above
preradiator
is instrumented.
However, SDC has decided to reserve this capability
for a second stage of the SDC detector (upgrade), because of the severely limited
budget. It is very important to continue a detailed study on the preradiator system
in order to assure compatibility
of the initial staging of tracking and calorimetry
with a subsequent

upgrade

in order to effectively implement
R&D

Our group is collaborating
and Liverpool)

and Canada

angle tracking system.
of the intermediate-angle

Funds

Requested

with groups from Rochester,

(Carleton

a preradiator.

and Montreal)

England

(Rutherford

to develop the intermediate-

The SDC collaboration
has allocated the construction
tracking to the British and Canadian groups, to be

supported

entirely

from foreign

pioneered

the gas microstrip

funding

chambers

contributions.

The Tex_

for SDC and their

_
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A_M

implementation

group
for

intermediate-angle
tracking. We propose to continue our role in the technology
development, on which the British/Canadian
teams are relying, under a combination of funding from SDC R&D, SSC Subsystem R&D, and this contract.
SDC
has indicated

an intent

to commit

,--$50,000 to our group for this purpose.

We

have requested $115,000 from SSC Subsystem R&D, for the program described in
Section III. A copy of that proposal is being forwarded separately to DOE. The
proposed FY 92 budget for this contract renewal contains baseline support for our
SDC effort in the form of salary for one postdoctoral

fellow (Barasch),

two grad-

uate students, and one technician (Mazumdar);
travel funds (,-_ half of the SSC
travel budget), and equipment funds (one IBM RISC workstation for simulation).
Without the requested support we would be unable to continue our chamber development and simulation
spectrometer
construction

efforts, and the proposals for future foreign support
would be seriously compromised.
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V. Theoretical

Physics

Program

Theoretical high-energy physics research is being carried out by Principal
Investigators
Professors D.V. Nanopoulos and C.N. Pope. In the section that
follows we present a report of the activities that these two researchers have carried
out under this program, and their plans for the coming funding cycle. Also
included is a report of the research activity of the DOE-funded postdoc, Dr
Heath Pois. C.N. Pope's graduate students X. Shen (PhD. 1991) and H. Lu have
also been partially funded from the grant during the last year.

Research
My research
(1) Flipped
(4) Quantum

by D. V. Nanopoulos

During

1990-91.

during the past academic year has focused on four major issues:

Physics, (2) Phenomenology,
Mechanics
and Gravity.
(1) Flipped

(3) Astroparticle

Physics,

and

Physics

During the last few years Flipped SU(5) (FSU(5)) [1,2] has emerged as a
leading candidate for a stringy grand unified theory, that encompasses all interactions observed in nature.
We have devoted a large amount of time to work
out the technology needed [3] for extracting low energy physics from the flipped
string. Thus, we have been able to increase our calculational power and we have
checked [4] the stability of our model with respect to the menace of uncontrollable
string effects, that usuMly is the nemesis of phenomenological
models. Remarkably enough, FSU(5) passes unscathed through all these traps. Furthermore,
we
have been able [5] to propose a very definite scenario in the general framework
of the flipped string, which among several interesting properties contains a new
mass relation:

mt

which seems to hold for reasonable values of mt (!). In addition, we have been
able [6] to produce a variation of the original FSU(5) model [1], that accomodates
recent LEP results on sin28_(Mz) and a3(Mz). (See later).
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It should be stressed that the flipped string provides a general framework for
addressing the important problem of string unification and until now is the most
advanced
laboratory
for testing many of the phenomenological
consequences
of string physics.

(2) Phenomenology
Everybody agrees that we have to go beyond the Standard Model.
The
specific extension though is a highly debatable subject. For many of us the natural evolution is supersymmetry,
and then, putting it all together, superstrings.
Last year (see our previous proposal) we stressed the fact that [7] LEP data on
8in2_w(Mz)
and _3(Mz), clearly indicated preference for supersymmetric
grand
unification, as opposed to ordinary grand unification.
Since then further work
by us [8] and others [9] have conformed our initial claims and we may have seen
the first real hints of supersymmetry.
Another dramatic development in particle
physics. We have proposed [10] a new way to extract o_3(Mz) from the data, and
the extracted value supports the above mentioned program. We have also closed
[11] a small window that had left open the possibility of a very light gluino (<
few GEV). Clearly, the implications of our program are rather nontrivial both
experimentally
and theoretically.
The SSC should be able to see most of the
supersymmetric
particles and the idea of grand unification is vindicated.
Furthermore
there are some consequences for superstrings.
We have calculated [12, 13] from first principles,
the string unification scale in a large class
of string-derived models (including FSU(5)) and we found it to be two orders of
magnitude
bigger than is needed to fit the LEP data. Of course, the catch is that
the fit to the LEP data assumed tacitly that the minimal SUSY standard model
is valid until the unification scale. If that were true, that fact would exclude
the string unification
ideas. But, any realistic string-derived model has more
structure than the minimal SUSY standard model (e.g. FSU(5)) and it remains
to be seen if we can fit all the constraints of LEP with realistic string-derived
models [6].
We have also developed [14] a big program to study supersymmetric
models
at low energies and try to determine the SUSY spectrum, using all presently
known experimental constraints and very natural assumptions for the mechanism
of supersymmetry
breaking. Again the emerging spectrum O(1 TeV) seems to
be reachable by SSC energies.

(3) Astroparticle
138

Physics

A. Phenomenology
The interface between particle physics and cosmology, astroparticle
physics,
remains a fascinating are of research. Many years ago,' we made a detailed study
[15] of neutralinos
(i.e. a mixture of superpartners
of the Higgs, photon and Z °)
as a prime candidate for dark matter (DM). This particular candidate of DM has
become very popular and we recently returned to it [16], taking into account ali
presently available experimental
constraints and employing more sophisticated
methods in calculating cosmological neutralino energy densities.
The results
are very interesting including strong correlations
between the form of SUSY
breaking and relic neutralino energy density. In other words, two in principle
unrelated phenomena are seen to affect each other, in a strong way. Detection
of neutralinos by DM detectors would have drastic consequences on the SUSY
spectrum and thus, for example, on the SSC physics.
We have also made a
very detailed study [17] of the astrophysical
and cosmological consequences of
Cryptons
[18], Cryptons are a new class of particles, emerged from the hidden
sector of superstring
models, h la FSU(5), with very interesting
and exclusive
properties. In a way they are the (meta) stable "Baryons" of a strongly confined
hidden group at high energies (A// _ 1010- 1012GEV) and they have ali the good
properties to serve as DM candidates.
We proved [17] that cryptons are not
inconsistent with present observations, and their discovery will certainly provide
a "smoking gun" for string unification.
B. Theory
While sometimes forgotten, the main reason for using strings dynamics is
the alleged property of providing a consistent Quantum Theory of Gravity. If
true, we should be able to study the motion of strings not only in (trivial) flatspace-time, but in curved 4-D space-time, as well. A few years ago, we found [19]
the first (and until now only known) exact string solution
involving non-trivial
backgrounds.
A characteristic
property of this solution is the linear dependence on time
of the dilaton field which have manifold applications.
Indeed, starting in this
background with a universe in D > 26(- critical dimension) one may show [19,
20] that the universe tumbles down to D = 25, and at the same time quantum
corrections provide a negative metric to the Liouville mode, thus ending up with
D = 26, but with "time", naturally created by quantum dynamics [20]. Furthermore, during the tumbling, a lot of entropy is generated, which combined with
the dynamically determined k = 0 (flat universe) and the possibility of very fast
traveling light signals, may provide a natural alternative to inflation [21, 20].
Furthermore,

our solution

[19] has been found [22] to provide the "throat"

_
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of

the wormhole in D = 10 superstrings
and also has been shown to describe [23]
blackholes in 2-space-time dimensions. Our solution [19] certainly has played a
very interesting role in understanding
better non-perturbative
string dynamics
and is bound to have many more applications in the future.
(4) Quantum

Mechanics

and Gravity

One of the fundamental problems we are facing in particle physics today is
the happy symbiosis of Quantum Mechanics and Gravity. The very uncomfortable proposal has been made by Hawking [24] that quantum metric fluctuations
(which sometimes may be viewed as virtual black-holes) may lead to loss of Quantum coherence.
Something not to be taken light-heartedly.
Actually for years
we have worked periodically on this subject [25, 26]. We have proposed [25] a
possible change of the "Liouville equation" (as applied to density matrices) to
accomodate Hawking's idea [24]. We also have done some phenomenological
work
[26] trying to find ways to measure Quantum decoherence, using SQUIDS and
the likes. Recently though this subject took a very interesting turn. It has been
suggested [27] that "Quantum Hair" may save Quantum Mechanics.
In other
words Black Holes may carry "Charges" not measurable with classical devices,
but only through Q.M. means as the Bohm-Aharanov
effect [28]. We have proposed [29] that in string theory duality(ies) may eventually provide the needed
"Quantum hair" for Blackholes and we have speculated that Blackholes may be
dual to massive string states. In this case, taking into account the exploding
exponential dependence of the multiplicity on mass, the huge Blackhole entropy
may be finally explainable in conventional statistical terms.
Very recently we have tried our ideas on the 2-D Blackholes discovered by
Witten [23], based on our solution [19]. We have shown [30] that indeed
2D Blackholes carry "Quantum hair" which is related to the Woo-algebra [31],
characterizing
the 2-D system. We have also provided [32] a geometrical interpretation of the same effect, by showing that the area-preserving
differmorphisms
related to the Woo algebras, forbid explicitely
any correction to the "Liouville
equation",
i.e. the ones suggested in [25]. In other words, the infinite set of
symmetries that are rooted in the very fact that strings have extension, help to
maintain Quantum coherence! For the first time, we have an existing example
that thanks to string dynamics Quantum Mechanics and Gravity may happily
coexist.
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Future

Research

The above expos6 of my research line indicates also my future intentions.
Flipped physics deserve to be pushed further and try to get a model that does all
the tricks. I have a feeling that we are very near such a realistic model, which also
will provide strong evidence for string unification.
SUSY phenomenology
looks
the way to go in the future and armed will all past experience I am expecting a lot
of progress in this field too. Astroparticle
physics remains always a fascinating
topic with new and existing surprises all the way and here I also hope to continue
working as vigorously as in the past. Finally, there is an explosion on the issue of
string black holes, Quantum coherence and the likes. Since I have been involved
in all this evolution, before becoming popular, I tend to spend a fair amount of
time on these fundamental
problems, which address the most basic questions in
particle physics today.
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1990-91

My research during the last 12 months has primarily been concerned with a
continuation of work on various aspects of extended conformal algebras, known
as W algebras. Research in the previous year had led to the construction, with
L.J. Romans and X. Shen, of the Woo and Wl+oo algebras [1,2,3]. These algebras, which can be viewed as extensions of the Virasoro algebra of holomorphic
reparanaetrisations
in two dimensions, contain generators with (quasi)-conformal
spins 2, 3,..., oc and 1, 2, 3,..., oo respectively. Some of the underlying grouptheoretic structure of the algebras was explored further in [4]. An N = 2 supersymmetric extension was also constructed, in ref. [5]. Preliminary investigations
into the construction of gauge theories of the various Woo-type algebras--Wgravity theories--were
carried out in [6,7,8], in collaboration with E. Bergshoeff,
L.J. Romans, E. Sezgin, X. Shen and K.S. Stelle. One particularly noteworthy
result, in [6], was that the classical WN gravity theories could all be obtained
from classical woo gravity, by a process of truncation.
This considerably simplifies the task of constructing such theories. The woo symmetry that is gauged in
this "master" theory is a certain group contraction of the Woo symmetry.
My research during the past year has focussed principally on two areas of
developmeqt.
The first of these is concerned with the quantisation of the various classical W-gravity theories, and the construction of W-string theories. The
second is the construction of two-dimensional topological theories with W symmetries.
The major part of my work in the last year has been concerned with the
quantisation
of W-gravity theories.
We know that ordinary two-dilnensional
gravity may be viewed as the gauge theory of the Virasoro algebra. As is also
well known, when one quantises such a theory, where the Virasroro symmetry
is realised by some matter system, then one finds that in general the Virasoro
symmetry is no longer a symmetry of the effective action at the quantum level.
This quantum anomaly is abse_at if the matter system has Virasoro central charge
c = 26, cancelling the contribution of -26 coming from the ghosts for the spin-2
gauge field (the two-dimensional
metric). By taking the matter system to consist
of 26 free bosons, one arrives at the 26-dimensional critical bosonic string theory.
The criticality condition c =
writing down the BRST operator
that it be nilpotent, Q2 = 0. An
non-linear l&_ algebra a few years
achieved if the matter realisation

26 for the bosonic string may be derived by
Q for the Virasoro algebra, and demanding
analogous calculation was carried out for the
ago [9], where it was shown that nilpotence is
of the W3 algebra has central charge c = 100.
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This value arises because the contribution
the algebra is
Cgh(_q) --

of the ghosts for the spin-s current in

-12s 2 4- 12s - 2,

(1)

giving Cgh(total) = Cgh(2) +Cgh(3) = --26--74 = --100. In [10], with L.J. Romans
and X. Shen, we investigated the analogous BRST-nilpotence
conditions for the
Woo, Wl+c_ and super-Woo algebras. The nilpotence condition for Woo had already been examined in [11]. Naively, the sums over ghost contributions
for all
the generators will diverge, giving Cgh(tot) = --oo. However, experience in other
areas of physics has shown that it is sometimes appropriate to regularise such divergent sums, for example using the Riemann zeta function. Indeed in the present
case this seems to be the case. One gets (in principle) infinitely-many
checks on
the consistency of a regularisation
scheme, because not only must the "spin-2"
anomaly, obtained by summing (1) over all spins, be regularised, but so also
must all the higher-spin anomalies in Q2. Since the higher-spin central charges
in the Woo algebras are all in a fixed relation one to another, all the anomalies
must therefore regularise in a consistent manner.
In [10] we showed that this
highly non-trivial requirement can indeed be satisfied, but it puts very strong
constraints on the regularisation
scheme. The results are that the regularised
values of the central charge in the matter sector needed for BRST nilpotence are
c = -2, c -----0 and c = -3 for Woo, Wl+oo and super-Woo respectively.
The problem of constructing anomaly-free W3-gravity theories has attracted
considerable attention in the last year or so [12,13,14]. Compared with Woo, one
faces the additional complication for W3 that it is a non-linear algebra. For a first
attempt at quantising a W-gravity theory, in collaboration with E. Bergshoeff, P.
Howe. E. Sezgin, X. Shen and K.S. Stelle, we therefore looked at the technicallysimpler Woo case [15]. Our starting point was the classical woo-gravity theory [6],
with the matter system chosen to be just a single scalar field qO. In this theory,
the woo symmetry is generated classically (i.e. at the level of single contractions
iu the operator-product
algebra) by the currents
1

i+2

(2)

At the quantum level, (i.e. multiple contractions in the operator-product
algebra), the currents (2) fail to close on any algebra. This reflects itself in the fact
that when one calculates the transformation
of the quantum effective action under the woo symmetry, it appears to have matter-dependent
anomalies. The way
to remedy this is to introduce finite local counterterms,
and quantum modifications to the transformation
rules, to remove the anomalous terms. The way to
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do this can be elegantly formulated in this case: one must simply modify the currents (2) by h-dependent
terms, in such a way as to obtain currents that do close
at the quantum level. Modulo trivial redefinitions, the way to do this turns out
to be unique. The result is that the quantum-corrected
currents close on the full
Woo algebra [15]. Correspondingly,
the quantum-corrected
transformation
rules
for the matter and gauge fields are those that follow from the Woo currents. Although the original single-scalar currents (2) give central charge c = 1, the effects
of the quantum corrections include the generation of a background-charge
term
in the spin-2 current. The quantum-corrected
currents generate Woo with c - -2
[15]. This is precisely the regularised value obtained in [10,11] as the condition
for BRST nilpotence.
So in a certain regularised sense, one could say that the
theory [15] is free of all anomalies. The main lesson from the work of [15], however, is that one must find quantum-corrected
matter currents that close at the
quantum level in order to avoid matter-dependent
anomalies. The h-dependent
terms in these renormalised currents provide precisely the right counterterms and
modifications to the transformation
rules so as to give an explicit and complete
cancellation of all anomalous transformations
of _he quantum effective action.
In a collaboration
with L.J. Romans and K.S. Stelle, we recently began to
investigate the construction of anomaly-free W3 gravity [16,17]. It turns out that
the procedures followed in [15] for woo gravity can be taken over mutatis mutandis
and applied to the W3 case. The classical W3 gravity theory is actually a gauging
of a contraction of W3, just as woo gravity is a gauging of the woo contraction of
Woo. Again, one finds that the classical currents close only at the level of single
contractions.
Correspondingly,
one finds that the quantum effective action has
matter-dependent
anomalies under W3 transformations.
To achieve closure of
the currents at the full quantum level, one must modify them by the addition
of h-dependent
terms. The resulting renormalised currents close on the full W3
algebra.
The other ingredient that is required for achieving a completely anomaly-free
theory is a nilpotent BRST operator. As discussed earlier, sucil an operator for
W3 was constructed
in [9]. Nilpotency requires that the matter system realise
the W3 algebra with central charge c - 100. Given such a matter system, there
is a straightforward
procedure for writing down the required W3 Lagrangian [16].
As in the woo case described above, the h-dependent
terms in the renormalised
currents correspond to counterterms
(along with corresponding renormalisations
of the transformation
rules) that are necessary for the explicit removal of matterdependent anomalies from the quantised theory [16]. By having central charge
c = 100, the universal anomalies (i.e. matter-independent
anomalies) are cancelled too.
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Matter realisations of W3 with arbitrary central charge were constructed in
[18] for the case of 2 scalar fields, and generalised to n > 2 scalar fields in
[19]. To achieve c = 100, background-charge
terms are always necessary; even
in the case of n = 100 scalars. The essential difference between the W3 and
the Virasoro algebras is that the former is non-linear, and so one cannot simply
add realisations to obtain new ones. The n-scalar realisation of W3 at c = 100
involves one special scalar, qal, which enters the currents in an intrinsically "nonstringlike" way, whilst the remaining (n - 1) scalars enter the spin-3 (and, of
course, the spin-2) current only via their stress tensor. This stress tensor must
satisfy the Virasoro algebra with central charge -_. Thus at least one of tile extra
(n- 1) scalars must have a background charge.
In [17], the gauging of W3, carried out in a chiral sector in [16], was extended
to the non-chiral case. This provided us with the framework for constructing
closed W3- string theory. Preliminary investigations into the issues of the spectrum, and unitarity, of the theory were begun. Perhaps the most striking feature
of the theory is that the non-stringlike coordinate qal is "frozen" by the W constraint: At the classical level, the constraint forces _1 to be a constant; at the
quantum level, one finds that the momentum in the _1 direction is constrained
to take a specific fixed value. Thus what remains is a theory that strongly resembles ordinary bosonic string theory. There are differences of detail; one of these
is that the physical spectrum appears not to contain massless states. However,
since the notion of mass can become somewhat problematical
in a spacetime
with Lorentz invariance broken by a background charge, the final word on this
point has probably not yet been said. Related discussions for the spectrum of
the bosonic string with background charges have been given in [20].
Another aspect of quantum W gravity that I have worked on in the last few
months concerns a generalisation
of the Polyakov result on the hidden SL(2, R)
Kac-Moody symmetry of light-cone two-dimensional
gravity [21] to the cases of
Woo and Wl+oo gravity. In this work, carried out with X. Shen, K.-W. Xu and K.
Yuan, we showed that Woo gravity in the light-cone gauge haz a hidden SL(_, R)
Kac-Moody symmetry, whilst for Wl+oo gravity the corresponding symmetry is
GL(c_,R)
[22]. These results are obtained by examining the n-point gaugefield correlation functions. One should in principle be able then to represent the
gauge-field contributions
to the Wo¢ or Wl+oo currents via a generalised Sugawara construction,
and thereby exploit the representation
theory of SL(c_, R)
or GL(oo, R) to classify the representations
of Woo or Wl+oo symmetry.
We
intend to pursue this further in the future.
Another
W gravity.

area in which I have worked in the last year is that of topological
A wide class of two-dimensional
topological field theories can be
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constructed
by starting from an N = 2 supersymmetric
algebra, and applying
a twisting procedure to obtain a "topological"
algebra [23]. This algebra may
then be gauged. If one begins with the N = 2 superconformal
algebra, then
the resulting theory is topological gravity. In ref. [24], with L.J. Romans, E.
Sezgin and X. Shen, we investigated the extended topological algebra that can
be constructed by twisting the N -- 2 super-Wo_ algebra of [5]. The N = 2 superWoo algebra has bosonic currents Vi(z) of spins s = i + 2 = 2,3,...,cx_,
which
generate a Woo subalgebra; bosonic currents Wi(z)of spins s = i+2 = 1,2,...,
oo,
which generate a Wl+oo subalgebra; and complex fermionic currents G_(z) and
3_35
G-_(z) of spins s = i+ 2 - _, _,'",
c_. The twisted algebra is obtained by defining
a BRST charge

@= -2%-7j dz-C(z) =
The generators
by

(3)

of the twisted algebra W_ p are then given by Gi(z) and _i, given
P'{(z) -_--{Q,

ai(z)}.

In fact one can show that the algebra of the bosonic generators
to W_ itself [24].

(4)
Vi(z) is isomorphic

Following standard procedures,
one can now construct a two-dimensional
gauged theory of the Wtoo
°p algebra, giving topological Woo gravity [24]. This
can be coupled to W_-topological
matter. This theory provides a starting point
for an investigation of topological systems with extended conformal symmetries.
Such systems were considered in [25,26] in the context of finite-N WN algebras.
The advantage in that case was that there were only a finite number of currents;
however, this is achieved at the price of the non-linearities inherent in the finite-N
WN algebras.
Another way of formulating topological gravity in two dimensions is as the
theory of flat SL(2, R) connections [27]. This approach, extended to flat SL(N, R)
connections,
was adopted in [25,26] as the definition of topological WN gravity. In fact one can considerably simplify the problem by considering a suitable
group contraction of SL(N,R).
This approach admits a natural extension to the
SL(c_,R)
case, providing another way to define a Wee-topological
gravity theory. In work with H. Lu and X. Shen, we developed this in some detail [28]. One
advantage over the methods adopted in [24] is that it enables one to incorporate
the Liouville sector of the theory. This permits a discussion of the topological
theory on non-flat worldsheets, for which the required curvature can be supplied
by delta-function
singularities in the Liouville field [29]. It was also shown in
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[28] that the theory can be truncated to give any of the WN-topological gravities
discussed in [25,26]. This work can be regarded as a starting point for studying
topological Woo-gravity theory. The next goal in such a programme is to establish
what are the physical operators in the theory, so that these may then be used in
the calculation of correlation functions. One might expect that the theory should
be related to the k _ c_ limit of the k-matrix models.
Other research

during the last year includes

(1) Obtaining, with L.J. Romans, E. Sezgin and X. Shen, a geometrical interpretation
for the BRST anomalies for Woo and l/Vl+oo as curvatures of
certain infinite-dimensional
K/ia_ler coset manifolds of the form W/H or
W/H, where g is a maximal torus, or SL(c_,R)
or GL(c_,R)
[30]. These
results extend the earlier work initiated by Bowick and Rajeev for the Virasoro algebra

[31].

(2) Obtaining, with L.J. Romans, H. Lu, X. Shen and X.J. Wang, a classical
construction
of the N = 2 super-W,
algebras [32]. The method used is a
generalisation

of that introduced

by Polyakov for the W3 algebra

[33].

(3) Showing, with H. Lu, X. Shen and X.J. Wang, how, at the specific value
of central charge c - -2, the structure
constants of the WN algebras,
for arbitrary N, may be derived from those of Woo [34]. This provides
a concrete example of a phenomenon, suspected for some time, that Woo
should, in some sense, be a "universal" W algebra from which the finite-N
WN algebras can be obtained by a suitable truncation procedure.

Intended

research

by C.N.

Pope

Many open questions remain in the various research programmes listed above.
These will form a significant part of the research that I expect to be carrying
out during the budget period. Specifically, some of the topics that I am already
pursuing, or that I intend to follow up on in the near future, are:
(1) A more thorough and complete analysis of the spectrum of the W3 string,
and related issues such as the unitarity of the theory. Results so far are
for a few low-lying states in the theory; it would be interesting to try to
obtain more general results. One application of the W3 string is to study
the analogue of two-dimensional
gravity. One might expect that with W3,
rather than the Virasoro algebra, as the organising symmetry, it should be
pn_;hl,_ _n push the e. = 1 limit for 2-d gravity up to c = 2.
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(2) A natural extension of our work on W3 gravity and W3 strings would be
to look at the supersymmetric
generalisation.
In particular, one important
question is whether the apparent lack of massless states in the W3 string
might be avoided in the supersymmetric
case. The explicit form of the N =
2 super-I¥3 algebra is known [35], and a free-field realisation generalising
the 2-scalar realisation of W3 is known [36]. A first step to constructing
super-W3 strings is to determine the conditions for the construction
of
an appropriate
nilpotent BRST operator.
One would also like to have
more general realisations of the algebra, in terms of arbitrary numbers of
free fields. Given these ingredients, it will then be possible to build an
anomaly-free super-W3 gravity theory, which would form the starting point
for constructing
super-W3 strings. Work in this directioa is already under
way.

(3) The explicit construction
of WN gravity and WN strings for arbitrary N
is probably too complicated to be achievable. It would, however, be interesting to try to determine some general characteristics
of such theories. In
particular, there is the important question of whether any of them contains
massless states in its string spectrum.
On the basis of the W3 example,
one might suspect that the answer is no; at least for finite N. It may be,
however, that in the N _ c_ limit, one might find that the Woo string
has a more interesting structure.
To study this properly, it would be nice
to have a better understanding
of how to handle the kind of divergences
that typically arise in this context; as, for example, in the divergent ghost
contributions
to the central charge in the BRST analysis described earlier.
Possibly, the best way to handle such divergences would be to reinterpret
the theory in a higher dimension. Some preliminary results in this direction seem to be encouraging, but more needs to be done. There have been
various indications that there may be a connection with self-dual gravity
in four dimensions.
(4) The work in [22], in which it was shown that W_ gravity has a hidden
SL(oo, R) Kac-Moody symmetry, laid the foundations for various developments of the subject. One problem that remains unsolved at present is how
to construct the gauge-field contributions to the W_ currents in terms of a
generalised Sugawara construction for the SL(c_,R)
Kac-Moody algebra.
One of the difficulties that arises here concerns the same kind of problem as
that mentioned above; namely, how to handle divergences that arise when
naively extending the usual Sugawara construction.
If this problem can be
resolved, then it would enable one to make use of the SL(c_,R)
symmetry as a classifying symmetry for W__ gravity, and possibly to relate _
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gravity to a constrained

SL(oc, R) WZW model.

(5) The woo and Woo algebras have been discovered to be symmetries of several
theories. For example in [37] it is shown that woo arises as a symmetry of
stri,lg theory with a two-dimensional
target spacetime.
In [38], it shown
that the couplings of discrete states in the two-dimensional string are governed by the algebra of area-preserving
diffeomorphisms,
which is related
to woo. These discoveries open up many avenues for further development,
and there will undoubtedly many interesting consequences.
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Research

by Heath

Pois

During

1990-91

Over the past year, my research has involved three basic topics in particle
theory which are of direct relevance to SSC physics: (i) Flavor Changing
Neutral
Interactions
(FCNI's),
(ii) the low energy phenomenological
implications
of particular SUSY GUT models, and (iii) Standard
Model (SM) and Non-standard
Higgs boson phenomenology
and the implications
for their discovery
at e+e -,
pp and pp machines.
Part of this work is preliminary,
with continued
effort in
these directions
expected
for the future, and reflects an ongoing research theme
of mine:
exploration
of physics
beyond the SM with an eye towards
possible
experimental
confirmation.

I. Topics

in Flavor

Changing

Neutral

Interactions

Collaborators
(S. Kelley, J. L. Lopez, D. V. Nanopoulos)
and I have explored a
new mechanism
of Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) which is manifest in the flipped
string (a particularly
promising
four dimensional
free fermionic
heterotic
string
model[l]),
and we investigate
the distinctly
non-standard
LFV process r ---, #7[2].
The mechanism
may well exist in other models, as the requirements
are rather
general-the existence
of additional,
non-standard
'vector-like'
representations
of leptons (along with their superpartners),
coupled with an inequivalent,
nonuniversal
renormalization
group scaling of the slepton masses from the Planck
scale, Mpt down to low energies.
The physical
result is a decoupling
of the
naturally
heavy, non-standard
leptons, and the emergence
of flavor non-diagonal
slepton
masses at low energies[3].
Depending
on the details of the model, we
show that experimental
detection
may be feasible, since BR(r _ #7) may be as
large as 10 -5, close to the experimental
limit of BR(r
--, #7) < 5.4 x 10-414].
The SSC will be a rich source oft's, (-_ 1012/yr), however a more detailed study
is needed to determine
if the r _ P7 or companion
processes
such as r ---, 3#
can be seen above the expected
severe background
at the SSC.
As a more generic extension of this work, we have explored the chiral structure
of LFV at low energy from an effective lagrangian
approach,
using the principle of flavor covariance[5].
This approach
is inherently
model-independent,
and
we characterize
how various possible non-standard,
flavor-dependent
lepton couplings at higher energies contribute
to chirally-dependent
LFV couplings
at low
energy.
Physically,
forward-backward
polarization
asymmetries
(AFB(r,#))
at
_ _ spec
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example, we show how the flipped string model is expected to yield modest values of ARe(r), whereas other non-minimal SUSY models should reveal extrema
values (e.g. 4-_ for pure-polarized
intial states). We conclude that experimental
verification of this analysis will require polarized initial-state leptons; a polarizedbeam r factory is a natural candidate.[6]
Finally, a collaborator (T. Wailer at Vanderbilt University) and I have been
looking at the prospects for tree-level FCNI's involving the top quark via Z
decay. Experimentally,
constraints on the Zqq _ coupling for qq' = uc, ds are
quite severe. Since the top is yet undiscovered, it is entirely possible that the Ztc
coupling could be significant[7]. We have considered the process Z _ b_l+u at
LEP; preliminary results show that with O(g) couplings, BR(Z _ b_l+u) can be
as large as -_ 10-5 with distinctive signature. LEP may thus begin to set limits
on the Zt_ coupling, and dependent upon mt. Future work of mine will include
the exploration of radiative EW effects in a realistic, renormalizable
model, and
a comparison with experiment.
II. SUSY

GUT

Phenomenology

With respect to minimal Supergravity (SUGRA) models, we (S. Kelley, J.L.
Lopez, D. V. Nanopoulos, H. Pois, K. Yuan) have completed a preliminary study
of the low-energy content of a 'No-Scale' SUGRA inspired GUT model. No-Scale
models are attractive in that they can not only maintain stability of the EW scale,
but explain its origin as weil. In contrast to previous work[8], we explore the
complete and bounded parameter space available to the model which arises after
numerous experimental
and consistency constraints have been applied[9]. As a
result, from a handful of initial parameters, (the sole soft SUSY-breaking
term
rn 1_,
tan/3,mt), we determine the full low-energy sparticle spectrum. Importantly,
2
we obtain upper limits to sparticle masses that are allowed within the bounded
parameter space. Our results show that various masses should be within reach
of LEPII and the SSC, allowing for a definitive test of the model. One of my
future goals with the model is to (i) undertake a more detailed phenomenological
analysis of sparticle production and decay signatures relevant to the SSC, (ii) to
explore further constraints imposed by EW precision measurements,
and (iii) to
explore loop-induced rare Z-decays relevant to LEP physics.
III.

SM and

Non-Standard

Higgs

Phenomenology

My collaborators (T.J.Weiler at Vanderbilt Univ., T. C. Yuan at Northwestern w
)'*:n-'v.:
1
anct--_
1*nscr-v-compm_eu'
' ' _ "uiorou&L_ls_uuy"--J
ut-e_x_wtr:_...,,,S_,_
,a_,-,_.r'a
..... ,.._,.,
¢,,.,..,
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fermions with a single final-state top quark[12]. In the massless fermion limit,
the only contribution
is via H _ WW _ 4f, whereas a top in the final state
(H _ t3f) must include the Yukawa Htt interaction.
In view of the fact that
the SM limit for the top quark (mt > 89GEV) continues to rise[10], and the
combined EW data is 'suggestive' of a light (MH < 300- 400GEV) Higgs[II],
this process may become increasingly important, particularly if MH < 2mt. Additionally, this process can be considered a sensitive probe of the mechanism for
generating both fermion and gauge masses. Depending on the relative magnitudes of mt, MH, the H _ t3f process can be competitive with other 'rare' Higgs
decay modes such as H --_ r+r -, "y'y,and may even be competitive with H ---+b/_.
Finally, we have explored the competing QCD background processes at the SSC
and conclude that the signal may be discernable above background.
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Appendix
Description

of Readout

The charge sense amplifier
detector

capacitance

labelled

V'bias are used to adjust

because

for Knife-Edge

Detector

is shown in figure 1. The 5pF capacitor

as well as the expected

offset voltage occurring
occur largely

Circuitry

bonding

pad capacitance.

represents

The nodes (pins)

the gain of the circuit as well as to compensate

at the sources of the differential
of the unequal

loading

pair transistors.

the

for any

The offset _'ill

at the inputs of the input differential

pair

transistors.

l.SV

12/5....

l'r'

{ 4/5

5p

va,,,

-l.5V
FigUret.Charge Sense Amplifier

Figure2. shows a circuit
which,when used as a cascadedstageina clockedshiftregister,
allowsthe first
in a series
ofhigh logiclevelvoltages
to be passedto itsoutput.All
successive
highlogiclevelvoltages
aresuppressed.
The circuit
willnot allowany highlogic
levels
to pass untilaftera low logiclevelhas been encountered.The inputlabelled
"PreviousValue" isobtainedfrom the output ofthe shift
register
stageimmediatelypreceding
.

the circuit
infigure2. The inputlabelled
'New Value'isobtainedfrom the shiftregister
stagewhose output has been updated exactlyone clockcyclebeforethe input_-ariable
"PreviousValue" has been updated. This additional
circuitry."
isnecessary,
becausethe
output of the chargesenseamplifier
might remain at a high logicvoltagelevelformore
than one clockcycle.Sincethe data from allchannelswilloccur simultaneously
as a bit
slice
of information,
successive
high logiclevels
occurringfrom a singleeventneed to be
removed.

Figure 2

Trailing 'Ones' Suppression Circuit
i

An alternative
circuit
forsuppressing
high lo@c levels,
which usesa JK Rip-flop,
is
shown in figure3. Like the circuit
offigure2.,itisalsocascadedinseries
with the shift
register,
but onlyrequires
one input;theoutputoftheprecedingregister
stage.The circuit
in figure 3.,' however,
.....

requires more ,_...._,,,,,,
r,,,,,,,,,..
_;,,,,_.......
_ m___nytransistors
- .....

as the circuit in

-

figure 2. Furthermore,
_

if it is to be implemented

in a manner

conducive

to hazard-free

operation,

i.e., using a master-slave

flip-flop, then the number of transistors

doubled.
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Appendix

POROUSSi02
Porous
wafer

silicon

is

ACTIVE CATHODE

a remarkable

is electrolytically

_,

material.

etched

'+hen a heavily

doped

si':icon

ii,hydrofluoric acid, a dense pat:ern of

trun_-li_e pores are etched into the surface, wit_ average pore _iameter

of

e

order

one

nanometer.

The

pattern

is very

silicon is removed from the porous layer.
trolled

by etch

brachiation
current

time

over
can

of pores

density,

a range

pH of electrolyte).

C gives

a detailed

half of the
can be con-

urn. The pore diameter and the

by process

(galvanic

parameters

Figure I shows transmission electron

mlcrographs of thin sections of porous silicon,
Appendix

typically

The layer thickness

0.1-100

be controlled

dense:

showing

the pore

pattern.

discussion of the formation of porous silicon

and some of its remarkable properties.
Y_e[5] has invented a way of transforming a porous silicon layer into a
fleld-emission
is oxidized

cathode.

by heating

immense surface
rapidly,

Following fabrication of a porous silicon layer, it

area

leaving

in an oxygen

atmosphere.

(200 ma/cea) El#I,

the

bulk

silicon

material consists of a pattern of

The porous layer has an

and oxidizes

substrate

to completion

unoxidized.

The

very

resulting

channels imbedded in a dielectric

matrix,

e

wit_ a condacting substrate exposed at the bottom of each channel.
A sequence

of experiments

has been

emission properties of this material.
diodes were fabricated.
employed
values

to produce
of etch

thickness.

time

conducted

to measare

the field

_n the first experiments, porous Si02

A range of values of galvanic current

density

a range of pore diameter and pore density.
was

employed

to produce

a range

of

was

A range of

porous

layer

The porous layers were then metalized, and their diode response

-

(I/V) was measured.

One regime of pore diameter/density produced

fleld-emission performance.

•

.........

, .....

excellent

Second. for ¢a:._odes _a_ng
Fowler-Mordhelm

response

was oO_alned for several porous layer :_tc_nesses

In order so determine

an optimum

fabricated

_ne anode

in w, Ac_

order _o conclusively

good em£ssAon and _ranspor_ propertles, :_e

ca_ode

geometry.

ThArd.

devices

were

was spaced fro= _ne porous StO_ surface, tn

_emons_ra_e _na_ emlsston

Is occurring

vla electron

_ransport In vacuum, and _nat _ne curren_ can be extracted In_o _ne vacuum.

:orous SLO; cathode fabrication. D_ode fabrication consisted of "._ree=as'._
steps: anodAzat_on, oxidatAon, and metal evaporation. S_iAcon wa.*ers_eC
An t_e experlmen_a were 5 cm dAame_ec, (I_I) oriented, <0.995 _cm, e_:nearsenAc doped M-_ype or _oron doped P-tMPe.

A_ter cleanAng, a _afer _as

_.oa_edIn_o a reac_ion cell for anodlza_1on (Pig. _ ). _'nereactAon ce_.!_as
made of teflon whAca can reslst =os_ c_em_cals _ncludAng hydrofluorlcacid.
A d.c. power supply provlde_ an adjustable cons:ant curren_ up to _ amperes
wi_

maxAmu_ 50 vol_s. A d_g_tal timer controlled _e

_ne exac_ anodization _me

coul_ be se_. _e

po_er suppl_ so t_a_

electroly_e _as a m_x_ure _y

volume) of t_ree quarters of _9_ _y_rofluor_c ac_

an_ one q_rP.er

of pure

ethyl alcohol. The current _enslty _as set from _0 to ]00 mA/cre' and _e
reaction

tame from 0._ to 20 seconds _or d_ferent samples. At_er anodiza-

tion, samples _ere _ept _n vacuum for abou_ 10 _ou_s. For some samples _t_
t_icker porous la_er, one _ou_ of vacuum baXe at I]5'C was added to ensure
that t_ey _ere cLryo
Oxidation _as carrle_ ou_ at tes_eratures _rcm 900 _o 1000eC _or _5 to
]0 manures An _'Y oxygen. _n _ese

condltAons, only _ae porous layer _as

ox1_Azed; oxlda_1on of _ae bulk s111con su_stra_e ,as neilA|_le.

'_ere _se_

Two met,_ds

=o build

_e

indi'_i_ual

In

diodes.

"-_e

_.rs"

_ethod,

a gold tLlm was evaporated on_.o _he oxidized pc-ous layer :hr_gn
-5
shadow mas_ at 2xi0
Torr, deposltLng an array ot gold dots '_:h ra_'_s
0., mm.

The oxidized porous silicon without gold cover was then etched away

using a dilute buttered
deposited

oxide

on the su_strate

with radius oA"0.3 _

etch,

and a _hlck

layer

and the gold dots.

ot sol_d

S_Oz was

Pinally, a circular window

was opeqe4
at the center of each gold dot tormlng
"'5"

the

dlode, as shown In F_l;._A,
In the second zetnod, an aluminum _IMa was evaporated onto the oxldlze_
porous

lamer.

Pho_ollthography

and etching

al_u,inus tA_.s into an array ot squares

with

were

dltterent

used

to pattern

sizes,

t_.e

as shown

Ln

F_g. 4.
In total. 28 P-type and 15 M-type
represented
layer

a considerable

thickness.

co_parlson.

The

range

oxldat_on

?or so_e

samples,

ot pore

strafe

and

electrons

_e

the anode
under

tes_.

T_ey

tor soae

waters

tor

were =easured using a probe station and a
a vacuum

exhiblted bidirectional diode response.
tro_

tor

pore density, and porous

omitted

_icro

Investigate the effects ot the ai_ pressure.

as cesul_Ing

were _ade

size,

step was

Z/V characteristics

curve tracer.

samples

probe_

was also

used

_o

Generally, the chamacterlstlcs

We interpret the bldlrectlonallty

to_satlon ot tleld-e_ittlng tips at both t_e SL su_=etalizatlon

dlt_erent

bias

ot each

conditions.

pore.

8ot_

tLps could

ezi:

Samples wlt_ and wlt,_out _he

oxidation step showed little difference excep_ tha_ the currents on samples
wlt_

the oxidation

step

were

extrezely sta_le.

_rom resistivity _easure-

zen_s, porous silicon was in t_e mega-o_a range bu_ oxldlzed porous silicon
dloxld_ showed no _easurea_le

lea_age current.

The Z-V characteristics were

_dentlcal whet_er devices were tested in vacuu_ or in t_e atmosphere.
presumably

Indlnates

_hat

This

the residual gas pressure in the pores re_alned

_nchange_ in _ot_ testing situations.

golcl film
oxictizecl porous silicon
silicon

N.type

dioxicte

silicon wafer

Fig. 3 • The struct.ure of a,nO PSFED _tb _he sol,d anode.

F

aluminium

,,__

film

/°xidize¢l

I=orous silicon

mUllllHIIl/N NlNmllllllllnlllmltlillllllllillilllll
P-_IDO silicon

wafer
i

Fit.

4o The structure of am OPSFED with the Lluminum _aod,.

"LeLd

emission

.aas_easured for _ost samples _.n:,_.e_ol:age ran_e .+.-=_

volts to 15 vol_s, although Tor some
needed

_o iniS.latea current.

of

t,_e samples

a T=rmLng

done "one _Ime only" _o activate _e

pore
slc

density

The _ormLng

'_as

ca_._ode.

The current-voltage

relations

of diodes

havlng

hlgh

('10_elcm a) af.d"_hlck pore layer (>_0.5_m) exP_Ibi_ed _he clas-

Fowler-Plor_helm

observed

_as

The forming step was So apply a vol'.a_e3 ".o

_Imes hlgher than the normal operation vol_age at first.

I/V charao_erlstlcs.

s=ep

r_sponse.

r.o be Lndependen_.

Zm addi_/on,

ot

temperaP.ure

_he charac_eris_ics
from

25'C

_o 250"C.

were
We will

discuss resul_s tor _wo samples.
Sample
_ic_ness

#31, was an M-_ype device wi_h gold anode of 0.5 mma area.

of the oxide layer was 0.5 _m.

5 : _Idirec_ional
center of _e

diode

charac_erlstlcs are observed.

pho_ograph.

b las a_ abou_

_ts _-V response

The silicon

_Ive volts,

tip eml_ers

and 13 mA curren_

is s_own on _tg.

The origin ts at tae
_urn

on

in a forward

ts collec_ed

a_ ten vol_s.

Under reverse _las, gold _ip emitters turn on a_ about nine vol_s, and
_han

2 mA curren_

_.hed_feren_

Ls collec_ed a_ ten volts.

geome_rlcal factors o_ _he _ps

tlons o_ gold and silicon.

The

less

These dlt_erences arise from
and _he d_t_eren_

_or_

_t_c-

When t_e sample was _ea_ed _o 250°C, no s_i_

of

_he I-V curve 'aasobserved.
S_mple
t_c_ness

#109 was
ct _e

characteristics.
volts.
The

a P-_ype _ev_ce with an aluminu_ anode ct 2 ,mm'. The

oxide

layer

In _orward

_as

a_ou_

bias,

2.2 _m.

the sil_con

_Lg. 6
tips

_urn

shows

L_.s _-V

on a_ aOo_

_n reverse _Aas, _he aluminum tip ezltters _urn on a_ about 5 vol'.s.

I-V _urve

exhibits

some

hysteresLs

under

reverse

_Las.

T_Ls sample

produced a considerably _Ig_er current for the same vol_.agecompared to that
ct

_ne N-type

Pig. 7.

_31_.

The

Fowler-Nordheim

plot for

each sa=ple Ls shown :n

!

m

!

ni

3.0

FJ.S_:e

7 .

Fovlel:--_o=dhei_

plots

Go=

#109

and

t314.

The origin oF =_e =urrent.
i

observed

i

111

current

'_ehave taken some care

Is Ln Fact

electrons in the porous channels.

the material

consists

gas.

=._a= t_e

due to Field emission and 'tacu'_:ranspor: oF

_ield-emltted

cathode),

zo establish

o_ aluminu_

;n a device

suc._ as ,)_09,

(the anode), _eavily doped sill=on (_e

silicon dlo_ide (the dielectric wall), vacuum pores, and resi=ual

The

current

might

in+princlple

arise

_rom anM oA. _e

Following

origins: dlscharge current L'ro_ Zne residual gas) solid con_uctlon From
metal

or

A.ro_ t_e semlconducto_"

the

i_ t_ere were a snort circuit: tunneling

current t_u-ough the dielectric wall, and electron vacuu_ transport in pores.
Pirst,

the current cannot be that oA.a dlscna_-ge _rcm the residual gas

because dlscharge current does not exhibit a Fowler-Nordheim
In addition,

A.romFig. 7

chaz-acteristle.

a current of about 0.5 ampere is obtained below I0

volts - below the ionization potential oA.any residual gas cos_onent.
Second,

t_e current cannot be a solid conductlon current.

a metal and in a semiconductor ex_ibi_ temperature dependence.
i_ a silicon

diode

conducts

at _5"C,

contrast,
For _e

For example,

100 _A current at _5*C, it will conduct 800 mA

aZ _50ec For t_e same bias voltage,
ren_

Currents in

lA.an alu_Inu_ wire

conducts

I A cur-

it will only conduct 0.5 A a_ _50"C tor t_e same voltage.

Zne current in each ct tlmeporous SiO,samples

remained

_y

z,_e same

same Pins over t_e tes_erature range _5'C to 2_0oc.

T_Ird,

lt is not

a tunneling

current

z_roug_

the _ielectric

walls

alt_oug_ suc_ a current would ex_i_i_ a Fcwler-Nor_hei_ c,aracterls_Ic.
t_ic_ness

oA" t_e dielectrlc

conductor-insulator-conductor

wall

in t_e diodes

is over

1000

A.

The
_n

a

san_wlch, no tunneling current can cross t_e

insulated gap _n'_esst_e sap is less Znan "_O A.

ThereA"ore, the nature

t_e current is _leld-emltted electrons transporting in t_e vacu_

pores.

o_

DtrecZ ...
-'_-c_ron Transport across
to directly demonstrate

vacuum electron transport in the pores.

covered with an insulating film was
_oles

were

etched

An exper'.men.- was

a 'lacuum Gap.

Znrough

the

used

as _

insulating

anode.

layer.

=es!Ene_.

A =cnduc:or

An array

A porous

ot small

S_O,

sample

_Ithout metal cover was used as an emitter which was placed tace-to-.*ace on
_h,,anode wi_h a vacuum gap (Pig. 9 ;.

The I/V chaz'acteri_io was _easureC.

Yt the curren_ were due to &as dlscharge, then the tes_ structure
_e conductive

no_

_ecause t,_evacuum openings on the Insulatlng t_l_ ellzlnate_

_he gas discharge.
layer

woul_

would

If lt were due _o solid conductlon, _hen _he Insulating

s_op

the

curren_

and

the

vacuum

diode

would

not

conduct.

On!7

lt the current were due to electron vacuum _ransport, would the vacuum d_¢de
conducU

curren_

_ecause

electrons

would _e tree to exit pore openings and

reach t_e anode.
An anode

plate was prepared with a P-t_pe, 0.02 Ocm, sil_con water.

SiO= t£1m ot 1530 A thickness was grown with dry oxlda_ion a_ 1100ec
An array

zlnuteSe

200

A aluminum

_he

SlO,

except

film

ot

essential,

Lltt-_f_

_oles
_ut

was _tched

was evaporated

openings.

in the

_ um holes

(Fig.

onto

was

_0 ).

_hen

and

silicon

used

The _e_al

the

surface

_o remove
film

oxide

on the

t_e

no lea_age

and

reverse

current was o_served.

_as

the

A1 film

anode

_or 60

layer,

in

and a

_o_tom

ot

everywhere

surface

i_ _ncreased t_e reverse _rea_dnwn voltage.

layer was tested +.under_ot_ forward
volts,

the

t_u-oug_

A

was

not

The _nsulat_n_

conditions

_p to 80"

A porous SIO, cathode, Sample

_I05, was prepared _s_ng the same procedures described a_ove.

T,_e current

denslty and reac_ioh _Ime were 300 mA/cre' and 2.0 seconds respectively.
oxida_iur_ wa_ a_ _O0-_C _or.I_ ,_.i,_u_s
............
porous

oxide

layer.

The

sample

t,_en was

.
cut

positioned on ihe anode plate to cover I00xi00
Fig.

9

•

The

ies_

vacuum of 10-5 Torr.

was conducted

The

Into a (2.5 _)a

anode

openings

piece and

as shown

in

in a touP-stage vacuum micro prober in a

Currents were measuz'ed in _e

forward blas condition.

Under

r_verse

_ias

there

"_as no current _p So -I00 vol'_s. Photographs ct

t,_e ;/V curves are shown in F_g. Ii.
tor the data.

Fig. 12 shows the Fow!er-.4or_heim _io_

Thls experiment has verltled the +lec_ron vacuum _ranspor_. in

the porous Si02 cathode.
The tltted parameters ct t_e Powler-MorcLhelm dependence are
A/aI • 25 A/V',

a._ = 150 V

The exponential _oeL'l'iclentAs In-.teased tour_'old ov-._-thatmeasured tor the
diode

sample

#109.

Thls

increase

in the

respondlM decrease the modulation petor_ance

exponential

contlguratlons

oA'Pigs. 3

cause

ct thls

applied

tleld

and

produces

anode,

however,

a "unltorm

t_ere

imposed at the porous SlO, surface.
tleld

emission,

the dielectric

within

the

is no longer

porous lamer

ISb).

As a resul_

reduced considerably

surface

any boundary condition

As electrons traverse the pores

during

layer will change so as to reduce the poten-

tial dltterence _etween the emitting SI bondarM and t_e outer
_Fig.

For

dltterence

When we introduce a vacuum gap between the porous $I0,

the metal

cor-

, 4, the porous SlO, lamer is bounded
The full potential

(Fig. 13a).

•

effect.

at each end bF a conducting boundary layer.
to the diode

would

tor microwave cathode.

Figure E3 shows our interpretation ct the
the diode

slope

the electric

tleld

along

$I0,

the channels

surface

_-om that whicl_ would a_pear in the a6sence

can _e

ct charge

transport.
This

e_feo_,

could

_e elimAnated

_" _etalizinl_

the

porous

$10a

surface.

wlt_ a metal f_Im suEflcien_ly t_in ("100 A) that it _oes no_ block _he ;_or'e
openings.
SiO,

_e

surface,

geometry.

metallzatlon should localize _he potential
aria restore

_he _r,_--=---,
_. __..__ ......
nhserved

_oundary

to the

for _,hesimple anode
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